1896
Sargent, John F. *Supplement to Reading for the Young*

1901

1905
Smith, Charles Wesley, *Library Conditions in the Northwest*. paperbound
Tarbell, Mary Anna, *A Village Library in Massachusetts; The Story of Its Upbuilding*. paperbound

1908
Marvin, Cornelia, ed. *Small Library Buildings*

1909
Hooper, Louisa M. *Selected List of Music and Books About Music for Public Libraries*. paperbound

1910
Jeffers, Le Roy. *Lists of Editions Selected for Economy in Book Buying*

1911

1912
Reid, Marguerite and John G. Moulton (compilers). *Aids in Library Work with Foreigners*

1913
Jone, Edith Kathleen. *A Thousand Books for the Hospital Library*. paperbound

1914
Hall, Mary E. *Vocational Guidance Through the Library*. paperbound
Wilson, Martha. *Books for High School*. paperbound

1915
Booth, Mary Josephine. *Lists of Material Which May be Obtained Free or At Small Cost*. paperbound

1916
Mann, Margaret. *Subject Headings for Use in Dictionary Catalogs of Juvenile Books*

1917
American Library Association. *Libraries of the United States and Canada, a Mailing list*, paperbound
Faculty of the Library School of the University of Wisconsin. *An Apprentice Course for Small Libraries*

1919
American Library Association. *Books at Work, in the War, during the Armistice and after*, paperbound
Rathbone, Josephine Adams, *Viewpoints in Travel; An Arrangement of Books According to Their Essential Interest*. paperbound

1920

1921
Hazeltine, Alice I. *Plays for Children; An Annotated Index*. Second Edition Revised
Hyde, Dorsey W., Jr. *Workshops for Assembling Business Facts* With an Introductory Note by Herbert Hoover. paperbound
Tappert, Katherine. *Viewpoints in Biography; An Arrangement of Books According to Their Essential Interest*. paperbound

1922
Horton, Marion. *Viewpoints in Essays; An Arrangement of Books According to Their Essential Interest*. paperbound

1923

1924
Detroit Public Library. *One Thousand Useful Books*. paperbound
Reece, Ernest J. *Some Possible Developments in Library Education*. pamphlet
Wheeler, Joseph L. *The Library and the Community*

1925
Drury, Francis K.W. *Viewpoints in Modern Drama; An Arrangement of Plays According to Their Essential Interest*
Dunlap, Fanny and Johnson, Alice Sarah, comps. *Vocations for College Women: A Reading List*. paperbound
Thomson, O.R. Howard. *Reasonable Budgets for Public Libraries and Their Units of
Expense

1926
Utley, George Burwell. *Fifty Years of the American Library Association*. paperbound pamphlet
Washburne, Carleton, and Vogel, Mabel. *Winnetka Graded Book List*

1927
Akers, Susan Grey. *Simple Library Cataloging*
Miller, Emily Van Dorn. *Books and Men*. paperbound
Works, George Alan. *College and University Library Problems*. paperbound

Box 2:

1928
Baldwin, Bird T. *The Young Child*. (No. 38 in "Reading With a Purpose" series)
Drury, Francis K.W. *The Selection and Acquisition of Books for Libraries*. (mimeographed edition; see 1930)
Hosmer, George. *Navigation Then and Now; A Reading Course for the Amateur or Prospective Navigator* (Published by ALA for the American Merchant Marine Library Association), paperbound
Lowe, John Adams. *Public Library Administration*
Walter, Frank K. *Periodicals for the Small Library*. Fifth Edition ( Entirely Rewritten) (see 1924)

1929
Bostwick, Arthur E. *The American Public Library*
Felsenthal, Emma. *Readable Books in Many Subjects; A Study and a List*. paperbound
Jennings, Judson. *Voluntary Education through the Public Library*

1930
Detroit Public Library. *One Thousand Useful Books*. paperbound
Drury, Francis K.W. *Book Selection*. (see 1928)
Drury, Francis K.W. *Order Work for Libraries*
Fargo, Lucile F. *The Program for Elementary School Library Service*
Ferguson, Milton J. *American Library Laws*
Fitzroy, Edwin M. *Illustrated Editions of High School Classics*. paperbound
Wyer, James I. *Reference Work; A Textbook for Students of Library Work and Librarians*

1931
Elmendorf, Theresa West. *Poetry and Poets; A Readers List*. paperbound
Hester, Edna A. *Books for Junior Colleges*
Kitson, Harry Dexter. *Vocational Guidance Through the Library; A Guide, Showing How the Librarian Can Serve People Who are Trying to Choose a Vocation*. Published
by the ALA for the J.C. Penney Foundation. pamphlet
Waples, Douglas, and Tyler, Ralph W. *What People Want to Read About*. Published by ALA and the University of Chicago Press

1932
Headley, Leal A. *Making the Most of Books*. autographed presentation copy
Walter, Frank K. *Periodicals for the Small Library*. Sixth Edition. paperbound (see 1928)

1933
Smith, Elva S. *Subject Headings for Children's Books in Public Libraries and in Elementary and Junior High Schools*
Wilcox, Jerome K. *NRA, The New Deal for Business and Industry, A bibliography* paperbound

1934
Fair, Ethel M., ed. *Countrywide Library Service*
Hansen, Agnes Camilla. *Twentieth Century Forces in European Fiction*
Lathrop, Edith A. *A Study of Rural School Library Practices and Services*. paperbound

1935
Walter, Frank K. *The Library's Own Printing*

1936
American Library Association. *Books for the South*. (see 1933) pamphlet
American Library Association. *The Public Library; A Vital Need*. paperbound; stapled "replaces...Why We Need a Public Library"
Higgins, Marion Villiers. *Canadian Government Publications; A Manual for Librarians* paperbound
Jordan, Alice M. *The First Free Children's Library*. paperbound
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1936
Fishbein, Morris, M.D. *Health Books Old and New*. paperbound
MacPherson, Harriet Dorothea. *Some Practical Problems in Cataloging*
Parker, Willard E. *Books About Jobs; A Bibliography of Occupational Literature* Preliminary Edition (hardbound). Published by the ALA for the National Occupational Conference

1937

Ballard, Lloyed Vernor. *The Public Library*. paperbound
Barden, Bertha R. *Book Numbers; A Manual for Students With a Basic Code of Rules* paperbound
Eastman, Fred. *Books That Have Shaped the World*
McCrea, Mary Helen; Batchelder, Mildred L.; and Rossell, Beatrice Sawyer, comps. *The Significance of the School Library; An Aid for Speakers and Writers* paperbound
Mohrhardt, Foster E., comp. *A List of Books for Junior College Libraries* (see 1936)

1938

American Library Association. *By Way of Introduction; A Book List for Young People Compiled by a Joint Committee of the ALA and the NEA*. paperbound
Downs, Robert B., ed. *Resources of Southern Libraries; A Survey of Facilities for Research*
Edge, Sigrid. *Books for Self-Education*. paperbound
Fargo, Lucile F. *Activity Book for School Libraries*
Lingenfelter, Mary Rebecca, comp. *Vocations in Fiction; An Annotated Bibliography* Second Edition
Rue, Eloise, comp. *Subject Index to Readers*
Thiele, Walter. *Official Map Publications*

1939

Downs, Robert B., ed. *Guide for the Description and Evaluation of Research Materials*
Herbert, Clara W. *Personnel Administration in Public Libraries*
Johnson, B. Lamar. *Vitalizing a College Library*
Rounds, Joseph B. *Research Facilities of the International Labour Office Available to American Libraries*

Box 4:

1940

Branscomb, Harvie. *Teaching With Books; A Study of College Libraries*. Published by the ALA and the Association of American Colleges
Bruncken, Herbert, comp. and ed. *Subject Index to Poetry; A Guide for Adult Readers*
Coney, Donald; Henkle, Herman H.; Purdy, G. Flint. Report of a Survey of the Indiana University Library for the Indiana University, February - July, 1940. paperbound
Lester, Clarence B., and Noon, Paul A.T Report of a Survey of the Texas State Library for the Texas Library and Historical Commission, July 1940
McDiarmid, E.W. The Library Survey
Rue, Eloise, comp. Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades
Shaw, Charles B. A List of Books For College Libraries, 1931-38
Swain, Olive, comp. Notes Used on Catalog Cards; A List of Examples. paperbound

1941
American Library Association. Libraries and Industrial Defense. stapled pamphlet
Douglas, Mary Peacock. Teacher - Librarian's Handbook
Gardiner, Jewel, and Baisden, Leo B. Administering Library Service in the Elementary School
Wheeler, Joseph L., and Githens, Alfred Morton
The American Public Library Building; Its Planning and Design With Special Reference to Its Administration and Service
Reissue by ALA of Scribner's edition

1942
Bohman, Esther L., and Dillon, Josephine. The Librarian and the Teacher of Music paperbound
Boyd, Jesse, et al., comps. A Basic Book Collection for High Schools. paperbound
Carlson, Pearl G. The Choice of Editions. paperbound
Glidden, Sophia Hall. A Library Classification for Public Administration Materials Published by the Public Administration Service and the ALA
Hirschberg, Herbert S. Subject Guide to Reference Books
Moshier, L. Marion, and Le Fivre, Helena S. The Small Public Library; Organization, Administration, Service. paperbound
Siebens, Caroline R., and Bartlett, Warren L. The Librarian and the Teacher of Science paperbound
Unger, Nell A., Shorey, Katherine, and others. National Defense and the Public Library paperbound

1943
American Library Association. Equal Chance: Books Help to Make It. pamphlet
Foutts, James C. American Library Laws. Second Edition
McDiarmid, E.W. and John McDiarmid. The Administration of the American Public Library System
Library. ALA and the University of Illinois Press
Power, Effie L. Work With Children in Public Libraries
Rossell, Beatrice Sawyer. Public Libraries in the Life of the Nation
Rue, Eloise. Subject Index to Books for Primary Grades

Box 5:
1944
Sweeney, Mary A. Today's Handbook for Librarians
Voigt, Melvin J. Subject Headings in Physics. paperbound

1945
American Library Association. Opportunities for Constructive Giving Through Library Service. pamphlet
Fargo, Lucile F. Activity Book Number Two: Library Projects for Children and Young People
Minneapolis Public Library Staff. Patrons are People: How to Be a Model Librarian

1946
The British Council. British Civilization and Institutions; A Book List. paperbound
Rue, Eloise. Subject Index to Books for Primary Grades: First Supplement. pamphlet

1947
American Library Association. By Way of Introduction; A Book List for Young People Revised Edition. Compiled by a Joint Committee of the ALA, the NEA, and the National Council of Teachers of English. paperbound
American Library AssociationThe Motion Picture; A Selected Booklist Published on the Occasion of the 20th Anniversary Year of the Sound Motion Picture Published by the ALA and Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. pamphlet
Ditzion, SidneyArsenals of a Democratic Culture: A Social History of the American Public Library Movement in New England and the Middle States From 1850 to 1900
Fussler, Herman H., ed. Library Buildings for Library Service; Papers Presented Before the Library Institute at the University of Chicago, August 5-10, 1946
Hirshberg, Herbert S. and Melinat, Carl H. Subject Guide to United States Government Publications
Pettee, Julia, comp. List of Theological Subject Headings. Second Edition
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1948
American Library Association. Libraries in the United States, 1940-47. pamphlet
Grace, Sister Melania and Gilbert C. Peters  Books for Catholic Colleges: A Supplement to Shaw's List of Books for College Libraries
Markley, Anne Ethelyn. Author Headings for the Official Publications of the State of Alabama
Rossell, Beatrice Sawyer. Working with a Legislature. paperbound
Sealock, Richard B. and Pauline A. Seely. Bibliography of Place Name Literature: United States, Canada, Alaska and Newfoundland

1949
Lowe, John Adams, and Richards, John S. Report of a Survey of the Vancouver (British Columbia) Public Library to the Board of the Vancouver Public Library. paperbound

1950
Berner, Elsa R., and Sacra, Mabel, eds. A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools paperbound
Grace, Melania; Peterson, Gilbert C.; and Burke, Ambrose. Books for Catholic Colleges 1948-1949. paperbound

1951
Henne, Francis; Ersted, Ruth; Lohrer, Alice. A Planning Guide for the High School Library Program. paperbound

1952
Jesse, William H. Shelf Work. paperbound
Personnel Organization and Procedure, 1952

Box 6:
1953
Haebich, Kathryn A. Vocations in Fact and Fiction. paperbound
Smith, Lillian H, The Unreluctant Years; A Critical Approach to Children's Literature

1954
Roos, Jean Carolyn. Patterns in Reading; An Annotated Book List for Young People paperbound
Shores, Louis. *Basic Reference Sources; An Introduction to Materials and Methods*  
1955

Osborn, Andrew D. *Serial Publications; Their Place and Treatment in Libraries*  
1956

Downs, Robert B. *Books That Changed the World*  
1957

"What's Good Library Service?"  
1959

Sharify, Nasser. *Cataloging of Persian Works*  
1960

AL. *Studying the Community: A Basis for Planning Library Adult Education Services*  
1961

Rufsvold, Margaret I., and Guss, Carolyn. *Guides to Newer Educational Media*  
Published by the ALA in cooperation with the U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare. paperbound  
1962

Douglas, William O. *Freedom of the Mind*. No. 3 of the Reading for an Age of Change series. paperbound  
Lapp, Ralph E. *Space Science*. No. 1 of the Reading for an Age of Change series  
paperbound  
Peterson, Harry N., and Ake, Robert S. *The Greenwich Library*. paperbound  
1963

AL. *The Library & Information Networks of the Future*. paperbound  
*A Basic Book Collection for High Schools*  
Rapp, Marie A. *First and Second Reports of Ford Foundation Project, December 1962 - March 1963*. paperbound  
1964

Ladenson, Alex, ed. *American Library Laws*. 3rd edition  
1965

1967

1968

American Library Association. *Publications Catalog*  
1969

Dunkin, Paul S. *Cataloging U.S.A.*  
Lepman, Jella. *A Bridge of Children's Books*  
Martin, Lowell A. *Library Response to Urban Change*
Nolting, Orin F. *Mobilizing Total Library Resources for Effect Service*

1970

Dale, Doris Crugar. *The United Nations Library*


paperbound

National Council of Library Associations. *A Bibliographical Directory of Librarians in the United States and Canada*

Social, Educational Research and Development, Inc. *Institutional Library Science*

paperbound

White, Ruth M. and Ferguson, Eleanor A. *Public Library Policies -- General and Specific*

Box 7:

1971


Gaver, Mary Virginia. *Services of Secondary School Media Centers.* ALA Studies in Librarianship, No. 2. paperbound

Gregory, Ruth W. & Stoffel, Lester L. *Public Libraries in Cooperative Systems*

Kawakami, Toyo S. *Acronyms in Education and the Behavioral Sciences*

Kortendick, James J. and Stone, Elizabeth W. *Job Dimensions and Educational Needs in Librarianship*


Melcher, Daniel. *Melcher on Acquisition*


1972

Gillespie, John and Spirt, Diana. *The Young Phenomenon: Paperbacks in Our Schools* paperbound

Grove, Pearce S. and Clement, Evelyn G. *Bibliographic Control of Nonprint Media*


1973

Bomar, Cora Paul. *Guide to the Development of Educational Media Selection Centers* paperbound

Borko, Harold. *Targets for Research in Library Education*

Ciacciolo, Patricia Jean, ed. and the National Council of Teachers of English *Picture Books for Children*
Garrison, Guy
Total Community Library Service: Report of a Conference Sponsored by the Joint Committee of the American Library Association and the National Education Association

Young, William C. Documents of American Theatre History, vol. 2

Yurick, Sol. Voices of Brooklyn: An Anthology

Downs, Robert B. Guide to Illinois Library Resources. paperbound

Bernighausen, David K. The Flight from Reason: Essays on Intellectual Freedom in the Academy, the Press, and the Library


Guyton, Theodore Lewis. Unionization. paperbound

Williams, Sam P. et al. Guide to the Research Collections of the New York Public Library

American Library Association. 100th Anniversary Calendar. paperbound

Holley, Edward G. ALA at 100. paperbound

Jones, Cornelia and Way, Olivia R. British Children's Authors

Kershner, R.B. Dylan Thomas: The Poet and His Critics

Kochen, Manfred & Donohue, J., Eds. Information for the Community

Barksdale, Richard. Langston Hughes: The Poet and His Critics

Breivik, Patricia. Open Admissions and the Academic Library. paperbound

Davis, Cullom; Back, Kathryn; MacLean, Kay. Oral History. paperbound

Gaffney, Maureen. More Films Kids Like. paperbound

Gillespie, John. A Model School District Media Program. paperbound

Gillespie, John. Paperback Books for Young People. paperbound; second edition

Greene, Ellin; Schoenfeld, Madalynne, eds. A Multimedia Approach to Children's Literature. paperbound; second edition


Lyman, Helen. Literacy and the Nation's Libraries

North, William D. An Interim Look at the Copyright Revision Act of 1976

Phinney, Eleanor, ed. The Librarian and the Patient

Prentice, Ann E. Public Library Finance. paperbound
Rufsvold, Margaret. *Guides to Educational Media*. paperbound; fourth edition
Smith, Dorothy; Andrews, Eva, comps. *Subject Index to Poetry for Children and Young People 1957-1975*

1978

American Library Association. *Librarian's Copyright Kit*. manila folder
Arthur D. Little, Inc. *Into the Information Age*. paperbound
Bowman, Mary Ann. *Western Mysticism*, comp. paperbound
Buckeye, Nancy, comp. *International Subscription Agents*. paperbound; fourth edition
Carpenter, Ray; Vasu, Ellen. *Statistical Methods for Librarians*
Dwoskin, Robert. *Rights of the Public Employee*
Hart, Thomas, ed. *Instruction in School Media Center Use*. paperbound
Johnson, Harry, ed. *Negotiating the Mainstream*
Laybourne, Kit; Cianciolo, Pauline, eds. *Doing the Media*. New, revised edition
Turow, Joseph. *Getting Books to Children*. paperbound
VanZant, Nancy. *Selected U.S. Government Series*
Willard, Abbie. *Wallace Stevens: The Poet and His Critics*
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1979

Braverman, Miriam. *Youth, Society, and the Public Library*
Breivik, Patricia; Gibson, E. Burr, eds. *Funding Alternatives for Libraries*. paperbound
deWit, Dorothy. *Children's Faces Looking Up*
Draper, James; Brooks, James. *Interior Design for Libraries*. paperbound
Hinman, Dorothy; Zimmerman, Ruth. *Reading for Young People: The Midwest*. paperbound
Laughlin, Mildred. *Reading for Young People: The Great Plains*. paperbound
Matthias, Margaret; Thiessen, Diane. *Children's Mathematics Books*. paperbound
Nakata, Yuri; Smith, Susan; Ernst, William, comps. *Organizing a Local Government Documents Collection*. paperbound
Powell, Judith; LeLievre, Robert. *Peoplework*. paperbound

1980

ALA World Encyclopedia of Library Information Services
Altman, Ellen, ed. *Local Public Library Administration*
Lenz, Millicent and Ramona M. Mahood. *Young Adult Literature: Background and Criticism*
Scott, Dorothea H. *Chinese Popular Literature and the Child*
Smith, Clifford N.

Federal Land Series: A Calendar of Archival Materials on the Land Patents
Issued by the United States Government, With Subject, Tract, and Name
Indexes, Vol. 3: 1810-14

Wise, Bernice K.
Teaching Materials for the Learning Disabled: A Selected List for Grades 6-12

1981

Birge, Lynn E.
Serving Adult Learners: A Public Library Tradition
(ALA Studies in Librarianship No. 8)

Blazek, Ron, ed.
Achieving Accountability: Readings on the Evaluation of Media Centers

Casey, Marion
Charles McCarthy: Librarianship and Reform

Downs, Robert B.

Egelston, Roberta Riethmiller
Career Planning Materials: A Guide to Sources and Their Use

Jones, Edward V.
Reading Instruction for the Adult Illiterate

Keller, Clara D., comp.
American Library Resources: Cumulative Index, 1870-1970

National Retired Teachers Association and American Association of Retired Persons
Learning About Aging

Rowley, Jenny E. and Peter J.
Operations Research: A Tool for Library Management

Walker, Elinor
Doors to More Mature Reading, 2nd ed.

1982

Baskin, Barbara H. and Karen H. Harris
The Mainstreamed Library: Issues, Ideas, Innovations

Canary, Robert H.
T.S. Eliot: The Poet and His Critics

Carr, Jo, comp.
Beyond Fact: Nonfiction for Children and Young People

Kunoff, Hugo
The Foundations of the German Academic Library

Schwarcz, Joseph H.
Ways of the Illustrator: Visual Communication in Children's Literature

Wilson, John F. and Slavens, Thomas P.
Research Guide to Religious Studies
(Sources of Information in the Humanities No. 1)

Box 10:
1983
Gregory, Ruth
Anniversaries and Holidays, 4th ed.
Ladenson, Alex, ed.
American Library Laws, 5th ed.
Lubans, John Jr.
Educating the Public Library User

1984
ALA
Libraries and the Learning Society: Papers in Response to *A Nation at Risk*
Kesner, Richard M.
Automation for Archivists and Records Managers: Planning and Implementation
Lynch, Richard Chigley
Musicals! A Directory of Musical Properties Available for Production
Wilkens, Lea-Ruth C.
Supporting K-5 Reading Instruction in the School Library Media Center

1985
Gillespie, John T.
The Elementary School Paperback Collection
Hart, Thomas L., ed.
Behavior Management in the School Library Media Center

1986
McC racken, Robert A. and Marlene J.
Stories, Songs, and Poetry To Teach Reading and Writing
Morris, John
The Library Disaster Preparedness Handbook
Woolls, E. Blanche and David V. Loertscher, eds
The Microcomputer Facility and the School Library Media Specialist

1987
Cortez, Edwin, M.
Proposals and Contracts for Library Administration: Guidelines for Preparing RFPs
Doyle, Robert P. and Susan A. Burk
The U. S. Constitution Bicentennial: A We the People Resource Book
Gillespie, John T.
Gwinn, Nancy E. (editor)
Preservation Microfilming: A Guide for Librarians and Archivists
Johnson, Debra Wilcox and Jennifer A. Soula
Libraries and Literacy: A Planning Manual
Reed, Mary Hutchings
The Copyright Primer for Librarians and Educators
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1988

Cuddington, Maureen and Mary Beth Hanson
Growing Pains: Helping Children Deal with Everyday Problems through Reading
Egoff, Sheila
Worlds Within: Children's Fantasy from the Middle Ages to Today

1989

Avera, Elizabeth Smith, Jacqueline C. Mancall and Diane Oesau
Online Information Services for Secondary School Students
Karpisek, Marian
Policymaking for School Library Media Programs
Kulleseid, Eleanor and Dorothy Strickland
Literature, Literacy, and Learning in the Classroom: Teachers, Library Media Specialists and Literature-based Curriculum
Olsgaard, John N., ed
Principles and Applications of Informative Science for Library Professionals
Saricks, Joyce G. and Nancy Brown
Readers' Advisory Service in the Public Library

1990

Heim, Kathleen M. and Danny P. Wallace, editors
Adult Services: An Enduring Focus for Public Libraries
Molz, R. Kathleen
The Federal Roles in Support of Public Library Services

1991

Article 19 - International Center on Censorship
Information Freedom and Censorship World Report, 1991
Doll, Carol A. and Pamela Pamela Petrick Barron
Collection Analysis for the School Library Media Center: A Practical Approach
Hopkins, Dianne McAfee and Rebecca P. Butler
The Federal Roles in Support of School Library Media Centers
Maillet, Lucienne
Subject Control of Film and Video Comparison of Three Methods (ALA Studies in Librarianship, n. 11)
Molz, R. Kathleen
The Federal Roles in Support of Academic and Research Libraries
Shaevel, Evelyn
Courtly Love in the Shopping Mall: Humanities Programming for Young Adults
Westin, Alan F. and Anne L. Finger
Using the Public Library in the Computer Age: Present Patterns, Future Possibilities

1992

ALA
Give 'Em What They Want!: Managing the Public's Library
Carroll, Frances Laverne and Mary Meacham, eds.
More Exciting, Funny, Scary, Short, Different, and Sad Books Kids Like about Animals, Science, Sports, Families, Songs and Other Things

Box 11:

1993
Childers, Thomas A. and Nancy A. VanHouse
What's Good?: Describing Your Public Library's Effectiveness
Daubert, Madeline J.
Financial Management for Small and Medium-Sized Libraries
Hiatt, Peter, Ph.D., Ruth H. Hamilton, and Charlotte Wood
Assessment Centers for Professional Library Leadership
Reichman, Henry
Censorship and Selection: Issues and Answers for Schools
VanHouse, Nancy A. and Thomas A. Childers
The Public Library Effectiveness Study: The Complete Report

1994
Carroll, Frances Laverne
Desination: Discovery! Activities and Resources for Studying Columbus and Other Explorers
Carter, Betty
Best Books for Young Adults: The Selections, the History, the Romance
Day, Teresa Thurman et al
Automation for School Libraries: How to Do It from Those Who Have Done It
John, Nancy T. and Edward J. Valauskas
The Internet Troubleshooter: Help for the Logged-on and Lost
Lynch, Richard Chigley
Munson, Robert S.
Favorite Hobbies and Pastimes: A Sourcebook of Leisure Pursuits
Rounds, Richard S.
Basic Budgeting Practices for Librarians
Taft Group
The Big Book of Library Grant Money

1995
ALA, et al
Banned Books Resource Guide
Bazillion, Richard J. and Connie Braun
Academic Libraries as High-Tech Gateways: A Guide to Design and Space
Decisions
Bruwelden, Janis
The Copyright Primer for Librarians and Educators, 2nd ed.
Carson, Paula Phillips et al
The Library Manager's Deskbook: 102 Expert Solutions to 101 Common Dilemmas
Chen, Chiou-Sen Dora
Serials Management: A Practical Guide
(Frontiers of Access to Library Materials, n. 3)
Crawford, Walt and Michael Gorman
Future Libraries: Dreams, Madness and Realities
Eberhart, George M., compiler
The Whole Library Handbook 2
Flaherty, Kelly, et. al
Consumer Healthcare Information Services: A National Model
Fried, Stephen B. and G. Ann Schultis
Glover, Denise
Voices of the Spirit: Sources for Interpreting the African-American Experience
Immroth, Barbara Froling and Viki Ash-Geisler, eds
Achieving School Readiness: Public Libraries and National Education: Goal No. 1 with a "Prototype of Public Library Services for Young Children and their Families"
Jeffrey, Debby Ann
Literate Beginnings: Programs for Babies and Toddlers
Keve, Paul W.
Crime Control and Justice in America
(The Last Quarter Century, n. 3)
Kovacs, Beatrice
ALA Fingertip Guide to National Health - Information Resources, 1995-96
Reference Desk Edition
Libraries Online: Connections that Work
Martin, Murray
Collection Development and Finance
(Frontiers of Access to Library Materials, n. 2)
Reid, Rob
Children's Jukebox: A Subject Guide to Musical Recordings and Programming Ideas for Songsters Ages One to Twelve
Smith, Jane Bandy
Achieving A Curriculum-Based Library Media Center Program
Valauskas, Edward J. and Nancy John
The Internet Initiative: Libraries Providing Internet Services and How They Plan, Pay, and Manage  
Wherry, Timothy Lee  
Patent Searching for Librarians and Investors  
Young, Virginia G.  
The Library Trustee: A Practical Guidebook, 5th ed.

Box 12:  
1996

Ayers, Stephen M.  
Health Care in the United States  
(The Last Quarter Century, n. 4)

Barbuto, Domenica M. and Martha Kreisel  
Guide to Civil War Books: An Annotated Selection of Modern Works on the War  
Between the States

Bauer, Caroline Feller  
Leading Kids to Books through Magic

Curtis, Nancy C.  

Dewey, Patrick R.  
303 CD-ROMS to Use in Your Library: Descriptions, Evaluations, and Practical  
Advice

Dolnick, Sandy  
Friends of Libraries Sourcebook, 3rd ed.

Elshami, Ahmed M.  
Networking CD-ROMS: The Decision-Maker's Guide to Local Area Network  
Solutions

Estes, Sally (editor)  
Popular YA Reading: A Collection of Booklist Columns

Fox, Lisa L.  
Preservation Microfilming: A Guide for Librarians and Archivists

Garlock, Kristen and Sherry Piontek  
Building the Service-Based Library Web Site: A Step-by-Step Guide to Design  
Options

McNeil, Beth and Denise J. Johnson  
Patron Behavior in Libraries: A Handbook of Positive Approaches to Negative  
Situations

Taft Group  
The Big Book of Library Grant Money, 1998-1997

Turock, Betty J. (editor)  
Envisioning a Nation Connected: Librarians Define the Public Interest in the  
Information Superhighway
Zvirin, Stephanie  
The Best Years of their Lives: A Resource Guide for Teenagers in Crisis  
Zweizig, Douglas et al  
The TELL IT! Manual: The Complete Program for Evaluating Library Performance

1997

Storylines America: A Radio/Library Partnership Exploring our Regional Literature  
Southwest Series Discussion Guide  
Northwest Series Discussion Guide  
Anderson, Dee 
Amazingly Easy Puppet Plays  
Bauer, Caroline Feller  
Leading Kids to Books through Puppets  
Boucher, Virginia  
Interlibrary Loan Practices Handbook, 2nd ed.  
Briggs, Diane  
52 Programs for Preschoolers: The Librarian's Year-Round Planner  
Carson, Kerry David, et al 
The ABCs of Collaborative Change  
Cianiolo, Patricia J.  
Picture Books for Children, 4th ed.  
Coffey, Rosemary K. and Elizabeth F. Howard  
America as Story: Historical Fiction for Middle and Secondary Schools, 2nd ed.  
Corson-Finnerty, Adam and Laura Blanchard  
Fundraising and Friend-Raising on the Web  
Coyle, Karen  
Coyle's Information Highway Handbook: A Practical File on the New Information Order
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Ensor, Pat  
The Cybrarian's Manual  
Fidelman, Miles R.  
All-Out Internet Access  
Giesecke, Joan, ed.  
Practical Help for New Supervisors, 3rd ed.  
Giesecke, Joan, ed.  
Scenario Planning for Libraries  
Hagler, Ronald  
The Bibliographic Record and Information Technology, 3rd ed  
Hicks, Doris Lynn (Patterns and illustrations by Sandy Weber Mahaffey)  
The Flannelboard Classic Tales
Maxwell, Robert L. and Margaret F. Maxwell  
Maxwell's Handbook for AACR2R  
Ross, Calvin  
The Frugal Youth Cybrarian: Bargaining Computing for Kids  
Saricks, Joyce G. and Nancy Brown  
Readers' Advisory Services in the Public Library, 2nd ed.  
Weingand, Darlene E.  
Customer Service Excellence  

1998  
Belcastro, Patricia  
Evaluating Library Staff  
Berger, Pam  
Internet for Active Learners: Curriculum-Based Strategies for K-12  
Champlin, Connie  
Storytelling with Puppets, 2nd ed  
Dewey, Patrick R.  
303 Software Programs to Use in Your Library  
Doyle, Robert P.  
Feinberg, Sandra, et al  
Learning Environments for Young Children: Rethinking Library Spaces and Services  
Fritz, Deborah A.  
Cataloging with AACR2R and USMARC for Books, Computer Files, Serials, Sound Recordings, Videorecordings  
Gorman, Michael  
Our Singular Strengths: Meditations for Librarians  
Hafner, Arthur W.  
Descriptive Statistical Techniques for Librarians, 2nd ed.  
Hernon, Peter and Ellen Altman  
Assessing Services Quality: Satisfying the Expectations of Library Customers  
Kahn, Miriam B.  
Disaster Response and Planning for Libraries  
Kennedy, Shirley Duglin  
Best Bet Internet: Reference and Research When You Don't Have Time to Mess Around  
Lewis, Audrey  
Madame Audrey's Guide to Mostly Cheap but Good Reference Books for Small and Rural Libraries  

Box 14:
Liheng, Carol and Winnie S. Chan
Serials Cataloging Handbook
McRae, Linda and Lynda S. White, eds.
ArtMARC Sourcebook
Moore, Dahrl Elizabeth
The Librarian's Genealogy Notebook
Murray, Laura K.
Basic Internet for Busy Librarians
Murray, Martin and Milton T. Wolf
Budgeting for Information Access
Frontiers of Access to Library Materials, n. 4
Nichols, Judy
Storytimes for Two-Year-Olds, 2nd ed.
Scheps, Susan G.
The Librarian's Guide to Homeschooling Resources
Taft Group
The Big Book of Library Grant Money, 1998-1999
Valenza, Joyce Kasman
Power Tools
Wasman, Ann M.
New Steps to Service: Common-Sense Advice for the School Library Media Specialist
Weihs, Jean, ed.
The Principles and Future of the AACR
Weingand, Darlene E.
Future-Driven Library Marketing
Wilson, Thomas C.
The Systems Librarian: Designing Roles, Defining Skills
Yee, Martha M. and Sara Shatford Layne
Improving Online Public Access Catalogs
Zuiderveld, Sharon, ed.
Cataloging Correctly for Kids: An Introduction to the Tools, 3rd ed.

1999

Bajjaly, Stephen T.
The Community Networking Handbook
Briggs, Diane
101 Fingerplays, Stories, and Songs to Use with Fingerpuppets
Carlson, Ann and Mary Carlson
Flannelboard Stories for Infants
Collins, Boyd, et al
Building a Scholarly Communications Center
Frontiers of Access to Library Materials, n. 5
Crawford, Walt
   Being Analog: Creating Tomorrow's Libraries
Garlock, Kristen L. and Sherry Piontek
   Designing Web Interfaces to Library Services and Resources
Gormann, Michael
   The Concise AACR2, 1998 Revision
Jasco, Peter and F.W. Lancaster
   Build Your Own Database
Johnson, Wayne L. and Yvette C. Johnson
   Summer Reading Program
Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR
   Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 2nd ed.

Box 15:
Jones, Barbara M.
   Libraries, Access, and Intellectual Freedom
Leighton, Philip D. and David C. Weber
   Planning Academic and Research Library Buildings, 3rd ed.
Mason, Marilyn Gell
   Strategic Management for Today's Libraries
Minkel, Walter and Roxanne Hsu Feldman
   Delivering Web Reference Services to Young People
Nolan, Christopher W.
   Managing the Reference Collection
Reese, Gregory L. and Ernestine L. Hawkins
   Stop Talking, Start Doing! Attracting People of Color to the Library Profession
Reid, Rob
   Family Storytime: Twenty-Four Creative Programs for All Ages
Saffady, William
   Introduction to Automation for Librarians, 4th ed.
Schmidt, Karen A., ed.
   Understanding the Business of Library Acquisitions, 2nd ed.
Shuman, Bruce A.
   Library Security and Safety Handbook
Smith, G. Stevenson
   Accounting for Libraries and Other Not-for-Profit Organizations, 2nd ed.
Smith, Henrietta M., ed.
Symons, Ann K. and Sally Gardner Reed, eds.
   Speaking Out! Voices in Celebration of Intellectual Freedom
Wells, Amy Tracy, et al
   The Amazing Internet Challenge
Willis, Mark R.
   Dealing with Difficult People in the Library
2000
Banks, Paul N. and Roberta Pilette, eds.
   Preservation Issues and Planning
Bauer, Caroline Feller
   Leading Kids to Books through Crafts
Bouricius, Ann
   The Romance Readers' Advisory: The Librarian's Guide to Love in the Stacks
Connell, Tschera Harkness and Robert L. Maxwell, ed.
   The Future of Cataloging: Insights from the Lubetzky Symposium
Doyle, Robert P.
Hooper, Brad
   The Short Story Reader's Advisory
Cianciolo, Patricia J.
   Informational Picture Books for Children
Dewey, Patrick R.
   101 Computer Projects for Libraries
Eberhart, George M., compiler
   The Whole Librarian Handbook
Ensor, Pat
   The Cybrarian's Manual 2
Minkel, Walter
   How to Do 'The Three Bears' with Two Hands: Performing with Puppets
Peck, Robert S.
   Libraries, the First Amendment, and Cyberspace
Sosa, Maria and Tracy Goth
   Exploring Science in the Library: Resources and Activities for Young People

Box 16:
2000
Arthur, Glen, editor
   Get Them Talking: Managing Change Through Case Studies and Case Study Discussion
Born, Judy, Sue Clayton, and Aggie Balash, editors and compilers
   Community College Library Job Descriptions and Organizational Charts
Crews, Kenneth D.
   Copyright Essentials for Librarians and Educators
Laughlin, Sara, editor
   Library Networks in the New Millennium: Top Ten Trends
Smith, Amy Sherman and Matthew D. Lehrer
Legacies for Librarians: A Practical Guide to Planned Giving
Whitlatch, Jo Bell
Evaluating Reference Services: A Practical Guide
Woodward, Jeannette
Countdown to a New Library: Managing the Building Project
Avery, Elizabeth Fuseler, Terry Dahlin, and Deborah A. Carver
Staff Development: A Practical Guide
Bazillion, Richard J. and Connie L. Braun
Bertot, John Carlo, Charles R. McClure, and Joe Ryan
Statistics and Performance for Public Library Networked Services
Bluh, Pamela
Managing Electronic Serials
Erikson, Rolf and Carolyn Markuson
Designing a School Library Media Center for the Future
Giesecke, Joan
Practical Strategies for Library Managers
Gordon, Rachel Singer
Teaching the Internet in Libraries
Hernon, Peter and John R. Whitman
Delivering Satisfaction and Service Quality: A Customer-Based Approach for Libraries
Lynch, Mary Jo, Project Director
ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries 2001
Mediavilla, Cindy
Creating the Full-Service Homework Center in your Library
Nelson, Sandra
The New Planning for Results: A Streamlined Approach
Ryan, Jenny and Steph Capra
Information Literacy Toolkit: Grades 7 and Up
Information Literacy Toolkit: Grades Kindergarten-6
Sannwald, William W.
Checklist of Library Building Design Considerations
Sweetland, James H.
Fundamental Reference Sources
Walter, Virginia A.
Children and Libraries: Getting it Right
Weingand, Darlene E.
Administration of the Small Public Library
2002

Ad Hoc Task Force on Recruitment & Retention Issues
Recruitment, Retention, and Restructuring: Human Resources in Academic Libraries
Billings, Harold
Magic & Hypersystems: Constructing the Information-Sharing Library
Buker, Derek M.
The Science Fiction and Fantasy Readers’ Advisory
Charles, John, et. al.
The Mystery Readers’ Advisory
Dikel, Margaret Riley and Frances E. Roehm
Edelman, Hendrik and Robert P. Holley
Marketing to Libraries for the New Millennium
Edwards, Margaret A.
The Fair Garden and the Swarm of Beasts: The Library and the Young Adult
Jones, Patrick
New Directions for Library Service to Young Adults
Lesesne, Teri S., and Rosemary Chance
Hit List for Young Adults 2: Frequently Challenged Books
Maxwell, Robert L.
Maxwell’s Guide to Authority Work
Nelson, William Neal and Robert W. Fernekes
Standards and Assessment for Academic Libraries: A Workbook
Public Library Association
Statistical Report 2002
Smith, G. Stevenson
Managerial Accounting for Libraries & Other Not-For-Profit Organizations, 2nd Edition

Box 17:

2002

Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR
Thompson, Hugh A., Project Coordinator
2001 Academic Library Trends & Statistics for Carnegie Classification: Associate’s Colleges
2001 Academic Library Trends & Statistics for Carnegie Classification: Doctorate-Granting
2001 Academic Library Trends & Statistics for Carnegie Classification: Master’s Colleges and Institutions/Baccalaureate Colleges
Association for Library Service to Children
   The Newbery and Caldecott Awards: A Guide to the Medal and Honor Books
Bartlett, Rebecca Ann, Editor
   Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles, 1998-2002: Reviews of Scholarly Titles That Every Library Should Own
Braun, Linda W.
   Technically Involved: Technology-Based Youth Participation Activities for Your Library
Bush, Gail
   The School Buddy System: The Practice of Collaboration
Campaign for America’s Libraries, The
   @ your library Toolkit for Academic and Research Libraries
Caplan, Priscilla
   Metadata Fundamentals for All Librarians
Christopher, Connie
   Empowering Your Library: A Guide to Improving Service, Productivity, & Participation
Cohen, Steven M.
   Keeping Current: Advanced Internet Strategies to Meet Library and Patron Needs
Committee on Accreditation
   Accreditation Process Policies & Procedures
Fritz, Deborah A. and Richard J. Fritz
   Marc21 for Everyone: A Practical Guide
Gorman, Michael
   The Enduring Library: Technology, Tradition, and the Quest for Balance
Jurewicz, Lynn, and Todd Cutler
   High Tech, High Touch: Library Customer Service through Technology
Kahn, Miriam B.
   Disaster Response and Planning for Libraries, 2nd Edition
Kane, Laura Townsend
   Straight from the Stacks: A Firsthand Guide to Careers in Library and Information Science
Laughlin, Sara
   The Library’s Continuous Improvement Field Book: 29 Ready-To-Use Tools
Lynch, Mary Jo, Project Director
   ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries 2003
Mates, Barbara T.
   5-Star Programming and Services for Your 55+ Library Customers
Miller, Dick R. and Kevin S. Clarke
   Putting XML to Work in the Library: Tools for Improving Access and Management
Minow, Mary and Tomas A. Lipinski
The Library’s Legal Answer Book
Nespeca, Sue McCleaf and Joan B. Reeve
Picture Books Plus: 100 Extension Activities in Art, Drama, Music, Math, and Science
Pace, Andrew K.
The Ultimate Digital Library: Where the New Information Players Meet
Pass, Gregory A.
Descriptive Cataloging of Ancient, Medieval, Renaissance, and Early Modern Manuscripts
Pavon, Ana Elba and Diana Borrego
25 Latino Craft Projects

Box 18:
2003
Public Library Association
Statistical Report 2003
Reid, Rob
Something Funny Happened at the Library
Siess, Judith A.
The Visible Librarian: Asserting Your Value with Marketing and Advocacy
Taney, Kimberly Bolan
Teen Spaces: The Step-by-Step Library Makeover
Valenza, Joyce Kasman
Power Research Tools: Learning Activities & Posters (includes a book and a packet of posters)
Wallace, Linda K.
Libraries, Mission, & Marketing: Writing Mission Statements that Work
Walter, Virginia A. and Elaine Meyers
Teens & Libraries: Getting it Right
Ziarnik, Natalie Reif
School & Public Libraries: Developing the Natural Alliance

1965
Sinclair, Dorothy
Administration of the Small Public Library

1966
Moneypenny, Phillip and Guy Garrison
The Library Functions of the States

1977
Meyers, Gerald
Insurance Manual for Libraries

1982
Stone, Elizabeth (ALA President and Project Coordinator), and Peggy Barber, editor
68 Great Ideas: The Library Awareness Handbook

1983
Heim, Kathleen M., and Leigh S. Estabrook
Career Profiles and Sex Discrimination in the Library Profession
Rummel, Kathleen Kelly and Esther Perica
Persuasive Public Relations for Libraries

1986
Cobb, David A.
Guide to U.S. Map Resources
Creth, Sheila D.
Effective On-the-Job Training

1989
Magrill, Rose Mary and John Corbin
Acquisitions Management and Collection Development in Libraries

1991
Hagler, Ronald
The Bibliographic Record and Information Technology, 2nd edition

1996
Brawner, Lee B. and Donald K. Beck, Jr.
Determining Your Public Library’s Future Size

1997
Saulmon, Sharon A.
Sample Evaluations of Library Directors

2000
Steele, Victoria and Stephen D. Elder
Becoming a Fundraiser: The Principles and Practice of Library Development, 2nd edition

2002
Kalfatovic, Martin R.
Creating a Winning Online Exhibition: A Guide for Libraries, Archives, and Museums
The Taft Group
The Big Book of Library Grant Money 2002-2003

2003
AACR2, 2002 Revision, Checklist 2003 Update
Avery, Elizabeth Fuseler
Assessing Student Learning Outcomes for Information Literacy Instruction in Academic Institutions
Mangan, Elizabeth
Cartographic Materials: A Manual of Interpretation for AACR2, 2002 Revision
Thompson, Sally Anne
60 Years of Notable Children’s Books
2004
AACR2, 2002 Revision, Checklist 2004 Update

Box 19:

Avery, Elizabeth Fuseler
Assessing Student Learning Outcomes for Information Literacy Instruction in Academic Institutions

Bartel, Julie
From A to Zine: Building a Winning Zine Collection in Your Library

Blowers, Helene and Robin Bryan
Weaving a Library Web: A Guide to Developing Children’s Websites

Davidsen, Susanna and Everyl Yankee
Web Site Design with the Patron in Mind

Douville, Judith
The Literature of Chemistry

Fritz, Deborah
Cataloging with AACR2 & MARC21

Gorman, Michael
The Concise AACR2

Hage, Christine Lind
The Public Library Start-Up Guide

Hillman, Diane and Elaine Westbrooks
Metadata in Practice

Hirko, Buff and Mary Bucher Ross
Virtual Reference Training

Johnson, Peggy
Fundamentals of Collection Development & Management

Kahn, Miriam
Protecting Your Library’s Digital Sources

Lankes, R. David, Scott Nicholson and Abby Goodrum
The Digital Reference Research Agenda

Libruzzi, Patricia O’Brian
Digital Resources and Librarians

Maxwell, Robert L.
Maxwell’s Handbook for AACR2

McGrath, Renee
Excellence in Library Services to Young Adults

Olson, Christi and Paula M. Singer
Winning with Library Leadership
Osborne, Robin
From Outreach to Equity
Ratzan, Lee
Understanding Information Systems
Reid, Rob
Cool Story Programs for the School-Age Crowd
Smith, Henrietta
The Coretta Scott King Awards, 1970-2004
Spratford, Becky Siegel and Tammy Hennigh Clausen
The Horror Readers’ Advisory
Taft Group
The Big Book of Library Grant Money 2004-2005
Thenell, Jan
The Library’s Crisis Communications Planner
Valenza, Joyce Kasman
Power Tools Recharged
Veccia, Susan
Uncovering Our History: Teaching with Primary Sources
Wilson, A. Paula
Library Web Sites: Creating Online Collections and Services
2005
Ballofet, Nelly and Jenny Hille
Preservation and Conservation for Libraries and Archives
Dolnick, Sandy
The Essential Friends of Libraries
Durrance, Joan and Karen Fisher
How Libraries and Librarians Help
Frey, Yvonne Amar
One-Person Puppetry
Giesecke, Joan and Beth McNeil
Fundamentals of Library Supervision
Gorman, Michael
Our Own Selves: More Meditations for Librarians
Marmor, Max and Alex Ross
Guide to the Literature of Art History 2
Moore, Mary
The Successful Library Trustee Handbook

Box 20:
Brey-Cassiano, Carol
Bienvenidos! Welcome! A Handy Resource Guide for Marketing your Library to
Latinos
Goldsmith, Francisca
   Graphic Moves Now: Building, Managing, and Marketing a Dynamic Collection
Carlson, Ann and Mary Carlson
   Flannelboard Stories for Infants and Toddlers
Doyle, Robert and Robert N. Knight, Ed
Harris, Frances Jacobson
   I Found It on the Internet: Coming of Age Online
Hughess-Hassell, Sandra, Jacqueline C. Mancall
   Collection Management for Youth: Responding to the Needs of Learners
Mayo, Diane
   Technology for Results: Developing Service Based Plans
MacDonald, Margaret Read
   Twenty Tellable Tales: Audience Participation Folktales for the Beginning Storyteller
Montgomery, Jack G. and Eleanor I. Cook
   Conflict management for Libraries: Startegies for a Positive, Productive Workplace
Pfeil, Angela B.
   Going Places with Youth Outreach: Smart Marketing Stratregies for Your Library
Robertson, Deborah A.
   Cultural Programming for Libraries: Linking Libraries, Communities and Culture
Saricks, Joyce G.
   Readers’ Advisory Service in the Public Library, Third Edition
Sullivan, Michael
   Fundamentals of Children’s Services
Walker, Judy, Editor
   Directory of Historical Textbook and Curriculum Collections
Webster, Kelly
   Library Services to Indigenous Populations: Viewpoints and Resources
Woodward, Jeannette
   Creating the Customer-Driven Library: Building on the Bookstore Model
Wools, Blanche and David V. Loertscher, Editors
   The Whole School Library Handbok

2006
Baca, Murtha, Patricia Harpring, Elisa Lanzi, Linda McRae, Ann Whiteside
   Cataloging Cultural Objects: A Guide to Describing Cultural Works and Their Images
Baumbach, Donna J. and Linda L. Miller
   Less is More: A Practical Guide to Weeding School Library Collections
Crews, Kenneth D.
Copyright Law for Librarians and Educators: Creative Strategies and Practical Solutions
Dickinson, Gail
Achieving National Board Certification for School Library Media Specialists: A Study Guide
Dresang, Eliza T.
Dynamic Youth Services through Outcome-Based Planning and Evaluation
Fisher, Patricia H. and Pride, Marseille M.
Fritz, Deborah A.
Ghoting, Saroj Nadkarni and Martin-Diaz, Pamela
Early Literacy Storytimes at Your Library: Partnering with Caregivers for Success
Gibson, Craig, Editor
Student Engagement and Information Literacy
Grady, Jennifer and Denise Davis
Grimes, Sharon
Reading Is Our Business: How Libraries Can Foster Reading Comprehension
Maxwell, Nancy Kalikow
Sacred Stacks: The Higher Purpose of Librarians and Librarianship
Neely, Teresa Y.
Information Literacy Assessment: Standards-Based Tools and Assignments

Box 21:
PLA 11th National Conference Program, Boston, MA, March 21-25, 2006
Smith, Susan Sharpless
Snyder, Herbert
Small Change, Big Problems: Detecting and Preventing Financial Misconduct
Trevino, Rose Zertuche, Editor
The Pura Belpre Awards: Celebrating Latino Authors and Illustrators
Vardell, Sylvia M.
Poetry Aloud Here!: Sharing Poetry with Children in the Library
Veldof, Jerilyn
Creating One-Shot Library Workshop: A Step-by-Step Guide

Westman, Stephen R.
Creating Database-Backed Library Web Pages Using Open Source Tools

2007
American Libaries Editorial Calendar, 2007
Alessio, Amy J. and Kimberly A. Patton
A Year of Programs for Teens
Bell, Steven J. and John D. Shank
Academic Library by Design: A Blended Librarian’s Guide to the Tools and Techniques
Bolan, Kimberly and Robert Cullen
Technology Made Simple: An Improvement Guide for Small and Medium Libraries
Booth, Heather
Serving Teens through Readers’ Advisory
Bryan, Cheryl
Managing Facilities for Results: Optimizing Space for Services
Davis, Katreena D
Global Evolution: A Chronological Annotated Bibliography of International Students in U.S. Academic Libraries
Doyle, Robert P
Banned Books
Elliot, Donald S., Glen E. Holt, Sterling W. Hayden, Leslie Edmonds Holt
Measuring Your Library’s Value: How to Do a Cost-Benefit Analysis for Your Public Library
Erikson, Rolf and Carolyn Markuson
Designing a School Library Media Center for the Future, Second Edition
Greiner, Tony and Bob Cooper
Analyzing Library Collection Use with Excel
Kresh, Diane
The Whole Digital Library Handbook
Lightman, Harriet and John P. Blosser, Eds.
Perspectives on Serials in the Hybrid Environment
McCarthy, Richard C.
Managing Your Library Construction Project: A Step-by-Step Guide
Miller, David, and Filberto Felipe Martínez Arelleno, Editors
Subjects in Salsa: Spanish and Latin American Subject Accesss
Neuberger, Eli,
Gamers in the Library?!: The Why, What, and How of Videogame Tournaments for All Ages
Moreillon, Judi
Collaborative Strategies for Teaching Reading Comprehension: Maximizing Your Impact
Reid, Rob
Reid, Rob
Something Musical Happened at the Library: Adding Song and Dance to Children’s Story Programs
Siess, Judith A. and Jonathan Lorig
Out Front with Steven Abram: A Guide for Information Leaders
Toor, Ruth and Hilda K. Weisberg
New on the Job: A School Library Media Specialist’s Guide to Success
Wyatt, Neal
The Reader’s Advisory Guide to Nonfiction
Watson-Boone, Rebecca A
A Good Match: Library Career Opportunities for Graduates of Liberal Arts Colleges

1975
Martin, Susan K. And Butler, Brett, Editors
Library Automation: The State of the Art II

1997
Wood, Irene, Editor
CD-Roms for Kids: Booklist’s Best Bets

1998
McCook, Kathleen de la Pena and Ford, Babara, Editors
Libraries: Global Reach - Local Touch

Box 22:

2008
ALA-Allied Professional Association and Office of Research and Statistics
ALA-APA Salary Survey: A survey of Public and Academic Library Positions Requiring an ALA-Accredited Master’s Degree
ALA and information Institute, College of Information, Florida State University
Libraries Connect Communities: Public Library Funding and Technology Access Study 2007-08
Bruce, Christine Susan
Informed Learning
Doucett, Elisabeth
  Creating Your Library Brand: Communicating Your Relevance and Value to Your Patrons
Harris, Amy and Scott Rice, eds.
  Gaming in Academic Libraries: Collections, Marketing, and Information Literacy
Kahn, Miria
  The Library Security and Safety Guide to Prevention, Planning, and Response
O’Gorman, Jack, ed.
  Reference Sources for Small and Medium Libraries
Public Library Association
  Public Library Data Service: Statistical Report 2008
American Library Association
  ALA Midwinter Meeting Guide
American Library Association
American Library Association
  The State of America’s Libraries: A Report from the ALA
Bailey, D. Russell and Barbara Tierney
  Transforming Library Service through Information Commons: Case Studies for the Digital Age
Cox, Christopher N. And Elizabeth Blakesley Lindsay
  Information Literacy Instruction Handbook
Farmer, Lesley
  Teen Girls and Technology: What’s the Problem, What’s the Solution?
Furness, Adrienne
  Helping Homeschoolers in the Library
Hawks, Melanie
  ACRL Active Guide: Life-Work Balance
Intner, Sheila S. And Peggy Johnson
  Fundamentals of Technical Services Management
Keogh, Patricia and Rachel Crowley
  Copyright Policies
Landau, Herbert B.
  The Small Public Library Survival Guide: Thriving on Less
Laughlin Sara and Ray W. Wilson
  The Quality Library: A Guide to Staff-Driven Improvement, Better Efficiency, and Happier Customers
Lehman, Tom and Terry Nikkel
  Making Library Websites Usable: A LITA Guide
MacMillan, Kathy
  A Box Full of Tales: Easy Ways to Shake Library Resources Through Story
Boxes
Madden, M. Leslie and Sarah K. Steiner
The Desk and Beyond: Next Generation Reference Services
Maxwell, Robert L.
FRBR: A Guide for the Perplexed
Morrison, Andrea M.
Moyer, Jessica E.
Research-Based Reader’s Advisory
Nelson, Sandra
Strategic Planning for Results
Pierce, Jennifer Burek
Sex, Brains, and Video Games: A Librarian’s Guide to Teens in the Twenty-First Century
De Stricker, Ulla
Is Consulting for You? A Primer for Information Professionals
Wherry, Timothy Lee
Intellectual Property: Everything the Digital-Age Librarian Needs to Know

2009
Anderson, Dee
Reading is Funny! Motivating Kids To Read with Riddles
Diamant-Cohen, Betsy and Selma K. Levi
Booktalking Bonanza: Ten Ready-to-Use Multimedia Sessions for the Busy Librarian
Kern, Kathleen
Virtual Reference Best Practices: Tailoring Services to Your Library
Reid, Rob
More Family Storytimes: Twenty Four Creative Programs for All Ages

Box 23:
1988
America’s Libraries New Views
1990
Issues and Challenges for America’s Libraries
1998
Kennedy, Shirley Duglin
Best Bet Internet: Reference and Research When You Don’t Have Time to Mess Around
2001
Ryan, Jenny and Capra, Steph
Information Literacy Toolkit (grades kindergarten - 6)
Ryan, Jenny and Capra, Steph
Information Literacy Toolkit (grades 7 and up)
13/2/14

Saricks, Joyce G.
   The Reader’s Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction
2003

Valenza, Joyce Kasman
   Power Research Tools: Learning Activities and Posters
2007

Bergart, Robin and Lewis, Vivian
   Sudden Selector’s Guide to Business Resources
2008

Fling, Michael R.
   Guide to Developing a Library Music Collection

Merrill-Olham, Jan and Parisi, Paul

Radford, Marie L. and Snelson, Pamela, editors
   Academic Library Research: Perspectives and Current Trends

Reeb, Brenda
   Design Talk: Understanding the Roles of Usability Practitioners, Web Designers, and Web Developers in User-Centered Web Design

Romero, Lisa
   Sudden Selector’s Guide to Communication Studies Resources

Wilkinson, Frances C. and Lewis, Linda K.
   Writing REPs for Acquisitions: A Guide to the Request for Proposal
2009

Balkin, Al
   Tune Up to Literacy: Original Songs and Activities for Kids

Bird, Elizabeth
   Children’s Literature Gems: Choosing and Using Them in Your Library Career

Bolan, Kimberly
   Teen Spaces: The Step-by-Step Library Makeover

Booth, Char
   Informing Innovation: Tracking Student Interest in Emerging Library Technologies at Ohio University

Chmara, Theresa

Coleman, Jina and Slanes, Peggie
   The Hipster Librarian’s Guide to Teen Craft Projects

Directory of Curriculum Materials Centers

Eckstrand, Tatyana
   The Librarian’s Book of Notes

Harris, Lesley Ellen
   Licensing Digital Content: A Practical Guide for Librarians

Hawks, Melanie
   Influencing Without Authority
Hill, Chrystie
   Inside, Outside, and Online: Building Your Library Community
Holley, Pam Spencer, editor
   Quick and Popular Reads for Teens
Johnson, Kathleen A. and Harris, Steven R., editors
   Teaching Literary Research: Challenges in a Changing Environment
Johnson, Peggy
   Fundamentals of Collection Development and Management
Jones, Barbara M.
   Protecting Intellectual Freedom in Your Academic Library: Scenarios from the Front Lines
Karle, Elizabeth M.
   Hosting a Library Mystery: A Programming Guide
MacMillan, Kathy and Kirker, Christine
   Storytime Magic: 400 Fingerplays, Flannelboards, and Other Activities
Malvasi, Martina; Rudowsky, Catherine; and Valencia, Jesus M.
   Library Rx: Measuring and Treating Library Anxiety. A Research Study
McClure, Charles R. and Jaeger, Paul T.
   Public Libraries and Internet Service Roles: Measuring and Maximizing Internet Services
Nelson, Sandra
   Implementing for Results: Your Strategic Plan in Action
Reid, Rob
   Reid’s Read-Alouds Selections for Children and Teens
Roy, Loriene; Jensen, Kelly; and Meyers, Alex Hershey
   Service Learning: Linking Library Education and Practice
Sannwald, William W.
   Checklist of Library Building Design Considerations
Saricks, Joyce G.
   The Reader’s Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction
Scales, Pat R.
   Protecting Intellectual Freedom in Your School Library: Scenarios from the Front Lines
Singer, Paula M. and Francisco, Laura L.
   Developing a Compensation Plan for Your Library
Sullivan, Michael
   Connecting Boys with Books 2: Closing the Reading Gap
Trevino, Rose Zartuche
   Read Me a Rhyme in Spanish and English
U.S. Public Libraries and E-Government Services
Woodward, Jeannette
Creating the Customer-Driven Academic Library

Box 24:

1954

Winchell, Constance M. and Johnson, Olive A.

1956

Wallace, Sarah Leslie
Patrons Are People: How to Be a Model Librarian
Winchell, Constance M.

1960

Doms, Keith and Rovelstad, Howard, Editors
Guidelines for Library Planners: Proceedings of the Library Building and Equipment Institute

1961

Roos, Jean Carolyn
Patterns in Reading: An Annotated Book List for Young Adults

1963

Winchell, Constance M.

1968

Sheehy, Eugene R.

1972

Miller Danton, Emily, Editor
Pioneering Leaders in Librarianship

1975

Edwards, Ralph M.
The Role of the Beginning Librarian in University Libraries

1979

Broadus, Robert N., Editor
The Role of the Humanities in the Public Library

1981

Wright, Helen K., Editor

1982

Foster, David William
Source Book of Hispanic Culture in the United States
Kleinbauer, Eugene W. and Slavens, Thomas P.
Research Guide to the History of Western Art

1984

Wright, Helen K., Editor

1985
McClung, Patricia, A., Editor
Selection of Library Materials in the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Sciences
Wedgeworth, Robert, Editor
The ALA Yearbook of Library and Information Services: A Review of Library

1987
Intner, Sheila and Smiraglia, Richard, Editors
Policy and Practice in Bibliographic Control of Nonbook Media

1989
Whiteley, Sandy, Editor

1990
Johns, Cecily, Editor
Selection of Library Materials for Area Studies
Parent, Roger, H., Editor
The ALA Yearbook of Library and Information Services

1993
Kratz, Charles E. and Platz, Valerie A., Editors
Saks, Patricia Ann and Whildin, Sara Lou
Preparing for Accreditation: A Handbook for Academic Librarians

1994
Fiore, Carole D.
Programming for Introducing Adults to Children’s Literature

1998
The Big Book of Library Grant Money, 1996-1997

2001
ALA Handbook of Organization, 1998-99

2002
ALA Handbook of Organization, 2001-2002

2005
ALA Handbook of Organization, 2002-2003
ALA Handbook of Organization, 2005-2006

Box 25:

1965
Freedom of Inquiry: Supporting the Library Bill of Rights

1970
ALA Organizational Information, 1970-1971
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1972-1974, Volumes 69-70

1980
Heyer, Anna Harriet
Historical Sets, Collected Editions, and Monuments of Music: A Guide to Their Contents

1981
Fletcher, Marylin P.

1982
Stibbe, Hugo L.P., General Editor
Cartographic Materials: A Manual for Interpretation for AACR2

1984
Hoduski, Bernardine Abbott, Editor
Cataloging Government Documents: A Manual for Interpretation for AACR2

1986
Smith, Cliffor Neal

1988
Wright, Helen K., Editor

1988
Whiteley, Sandy

1989
Fletcher, Marilyn P., Thorson, James L., Editors
Reader’s Guide to Twentieth Century Science Fiction

1990
Gorman, Michael, Editor

1994
Van House, Nancy A., Weil, Beth T., McClure, Charles R.
Measuring Academic Performance: A Practical Approach

2002
Lear, Brett W.
Adult Programs in the Library

2003
Thompson, Hugh A., Editor
Charlotte, North Carolina

Box 26:
1954
Kee, Janice S. and Smith, Dorothy K., Editors
The PLD Reporter: Public Library Use of Paper-bound Books
1958
Currier, Laura G., Compiler
The PLD Reporter: Contracts and Agreements for Public Library Service
1963
Gross, Elizabeth Henry and Namovicz, Gene Inyart
Children’s Service in Public Libraries: Organization and Administration
1964
Ranz, Jim
The Printed Book Catalogue in American Libraries: 1723-1900
1968
Sullivan, Peggy, Editor
1969
Morrison, Perry D.
1984
Siegel, Mary-Ellen
Her Way: A Guide to Biographies of Women for Young People. 2nd Ed.
1985
Klein Bienstock, June and Bienstock Anolik, Ruth
Careers in Fact and Fiction: A Selective Annotated List of Books for Career Backgrounds
1987
Olderr, Steven
Mystery Index: Subjects, Setting, and Sleuths of 10,000 Titles
1988
Richter, Bernice and Wenzel, Duane
Gorman, Michael and Winkler, Paul W., Editors
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. 2nd Ed., 1988 Revision
1992
Balay, Robert, Editor
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the Tenth Edition
Martin, Ron, Editor
Libraries for the Future: Planning Buildings That Work
1993
Durrance, Joan C., Savage, Kathleen M., Ryan, Mary Jo, and Mallinger, Stephen M.
Job Seekers and Career Changers: A Planning Manual for Public Libraries
Savage, Kathleen M.
Serving Job Seekers and Career Changers: Papers from LAMA Library Building
1994
Westerman, R.C.
Fieldwork in the Library: A Guide to Research in Anthropology and Related Area
Studies
1999
Kennedy, Scott E.
Reference Sources for Small and Medium-sized Libraries
2001
Rubin, Rhea Joyce
Planning for Library Services to People with Disabilities
2007
Bryan, Cheryl
Managing Facilities for Results; Optimizing Space for Services
Cohen, Laura B.
Library 2.0 Initiatives in Academic Libraries
Daugherty, Alice and Russo, Michael F., Compilers
Information Literacy in the Digital Age: Educating College and University
Students Online
Goodrich, Jeanne and Singer, Paula M.
Human Resources for Results: The Right Person for the Right Job

Box 27:
1949
Beetle, Clara
A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries. 2nd Ed.
1955
Galvin, Hoyt R., Editor
Planning A Library Building: The Major Steps
1963
Hawken, William R.
Supplement No. 1 to Photocopying From Bound Volumes: The Docustat Book
Copier the 3M “107″ Photocopiers
1969
Pirie, James W.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Parnassus Revisited: Modern Critical Essays on the Epic Tradition</td>
<td>Yu, Anthony C., Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Media and Young Adult: A Selected Bibliography, 1950-1972</td>
<td>Lukenbill, W. Bernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Managing Building-Level School Library Media Program</td>
<td>Hicks, Warren B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Cataloging Microcomputer Files: A Manual Interpretation for AACR 2</td>
<td>Dodd, Sue A., Sandberg-Fox, Ann M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Poetry Antologies for Children and Young People</td>
<td>Olexer, Marycile E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>The Independent Learners Sourcebook: Resources and Materials for Selected</td>
<td>Smith, Robert M., Cunningham, Phyllis M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Topics

1990
Fox, Beth Wheeler
Behind the Scenes at the Dynamic Library: Simplifying Essential Operations

1991
Bial, Raymond
Looking Good: A Guide to Photographing Your Library

1992
Stieg, Margaret F.
Change and Challenge in Library and Information Science Education

RTK Editorial Committee
Your Right to Know; Librarians Make it Happen

2000
Knell, Suzanne and Scogins, Janet
Adult Literacy Assessment Tool Kit

Box 28:

1964
Roth, Harold L., Editor
Planning Library Buildings for Service: Proceedings of Library Building and Equipment Institute

1967

1972
Sheehy, Eugene P.

1973
De Prospo, Ernest R., Ellen Altman, Kenneth E. Beasly with the assistance of Ellen C. Clark
Performance Measures for Public Libraries

Downs, Robert B.
British Library Resources: A Bibliographical Guide

1975
Books for College Libraries: A Core Collection of 40,000 Titles. Vol. 1 - Humanities; Vol. 2 - Language and Literature; Vol. 3 - History; Vol. 4 - Social Science; Vol. 5 - Psychology. Science. Technology. Bibliography; Vol. 6 - Index

Cohen, David, Coordinator
Multi-Ethnic Media: Selected Bibliographies in Print

1979
Purchasing an Encyclopedia: 12 Points to Consider

1982
Zweizig, Douglas and Jo Roger, Eleanor
1983

1985
Richter, Bernice and Wenzel, Duane

1987
Nichols, Judy
Storytimes for Two-Year-Olds

1990
Nowlan, Robert A., Nowlan, Gwendolyn Wright
Movie Characters of Leading Performers of the Sound Era

1991
Olderr, Steven
Olderr’s Fiction Subject Headings: A Supplement and Guide to LC Thesaurus

1993
Schuman, Patricia Glass, Margo Crist, Elizabeth Curry, Editors
Your Right to Know: The Call to Action

1995
Hawthorne, Pat and Martin, Ron G.
Planning Additions to Academic Library Buildings: A Seamless Approach

1999
Mayo, David and Nelson, Sandra
Wired for the Future: Developing Your Library Technology Plan

2000
Nelson, Sandra, Ellen Altman, and Diane Mayo
Managing for Results: Effective Resource Allocation for Public Libraries

2003
Burkhardt, Joanna M., MacDonald, Amry C., Rathemacher, Andree J.
Teaching Information Literacy: 35 Practical, Standards-based Exercises for College Students
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Box 29:
1931
A Handbook for Teacher Librarians
1967
Corrigan, Dorothy D.
Workbook for a Successful Workshop
1972
Burke, John Gordon, Editor
Print, Image, and Sound: Essays on Media
1973
Burke, John Gordon, Editor
Regional Perspectives: An Examination of America’s Literary Heritage
1974
ECOL book Catalog. Environmental Conservation library
1975
Care, Robert N., Director
Evaluation of Alternative Curricula: Approaches to School Library Media Education
1976
Warnke, Ruth
Planning Library Workshops and Institutes
1977
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1974-1975
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1974-1975
1979
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1977-1978
1981
Bayley, Linda, Leni Greenfeld, Flynn Nogueira
Jail Library Service: A Guide for Librarians and Jail Administrators
1982
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1981-1982
Lynch, Mary Jo, Editor
Library Data Collection Handbook
Sheehy, Eugene P., Editor
Guide to Reference Books. 9th Ed.
1983
Karpisek, Marian E.
Making Self-Teaching Kits for Library Skills
1985
Champlin, Connie and Renfo, Nancy
Storytelling with Puppets
Rosenberg, Philip
1988
Purchasing and Encyclopedia: 12 Points to Consider

1989
Doyle, Robert P., Editor

1990
Kratz, Charles E., Coordinating Editor
Library Personnel Consultants List
Whiteley, Sandy, Editor

1991
Jones, Pyddney, Chief Editor
Great Library Promotion Ideas VI: JCD Library Public Relations Award Winners and Notables, 1990
Van House, Nancy A., Weil, Beth T., McClure, Charles R.
Measuring Academic Library Performance (CD-ROM)
Woodsworth, Anne
Managing Information Technology on Campus

1992
Hayden, Carla D., Editor
Venture into Cultures: A Resource Book of Multicultural Materials and Programs
Lipow, Anne Grodzins and Carver, Deborah A., Coordinating Editors
Staff Development: A Practical Guide. 2nd Ed.

1995
Walter, Virginia A.
Output Measures and More: Planning and Evaluating Public Library Services for Young Adults

1996
Shonrock, Dana D., Editor
Evaluating Library Instruction: Sample Questions, Forms, and Strategies for Practical Use

1997
Kaplan, Michael, Editor
Planning and Implementing Technical Services Workstations
Sannwald, William W.
Checklist of Library Building Design Considerations. 3rd Ed.

2001
Driggers, Preston and Dumas, Ellen
Managing Library Volunteers: A Practical Toolkit
Gaskell, Carolyn and Morrill, Allen, S.
Travel, Sabbatical and Study Leave Policies in College Libraries
Sannwald, William W.
Checklist of Library Building Design Considerations. 4th Ed.

2006
Academic Library Trends and Statistics for Carnegie Classification: Doctorate-Granting Institutions
Academic Library Trends and Statistics for Carnegie Classification: Master’s Colleges and Institutions; Baccalaureate Colleges
Academic Library Trends and Statistics for Carnegie Classification: Associate Colleges
The State of America’s Libraries: A Report from the American Library Association

Box 30:
1933
Locke, Alain
The Negro in America

1965
Sollenberger, Judith K.
In-Service Training; A Bibliographical Essay

1967
Minimum Standards for Public Library Systems, 1966
Sealock, Richard B. and Seely, Pauline A.
Bibliography of Place-Name Literature: United States and Canada. 2nd ed.

1976
Johnson, Ferne, Editor
Start Early for an Early Start: You and the Young Child

1979
Joramo, Marjorie K.
A Directory of Ethnic Publishers and Resource Organizations. 2nd ed.

1980
Blum, Rudolf
Bibliographia: An Inquiry into Its Definition and Designations

1981
Lukenbill, W. Bernard and Adams, Elaine P., Editors
Media and the Young Adult: A Selected Bibliography, 1973-1977
Opening Doors for Preschool Children and Their Parents. 2nd ed.

1983
Maloney, James J., Editor
Online Searching Technique and Management
Miksa, Francis
The Subject in the Dicitionary Catalog from Cutter to the Present
Richardson, Selma K.

1984
Brand, Marvine, Editor
Security for Libraries: People, Buildings, Collections
Heim, Kathleen and Phenix, Katharine
Molz, Redmond Kathleen
National Planning for Library Service, 1935-1975

1987
Pasqualini, Bernard F., Editor
Dollars and Sense: Implications of the New Online Technology for Managing the Library. - Proceedings of a Conference Program held in New York City, June 29, 1986

1989
Gorman, Michael, Editor
Library and Information Technology Standards: Papers Presented at the Second Conference of the Library and Information Technology Association, October 2-6, 1988; Boston, Massachusetts
Phenix, Katharine, Lori Goetsch, Sarah Watstein, and MaryEllen H. Landy
Smith, Jane Bandy
Library Media Center Programs for Middle Schools: A Curriculum Based Approach

1990
Zingher, Gary
At the Pirate Academy: Adventures with Language in the Library Media Center

1993
Dewey, Barbara I., Creth, Sheila D.
Team Power: Making Library Meeting Work
Johnson, Lauri and Smith, Sally
Dealing with Diversity through Multicultural Fiction: Library-Classroom Partnership
Monsour, Margaret and Talan, Carole
Library-Based Family Literacy Projects

1994
Wilkas, Lenore Rae
International Subscription Agents. 6th ed.

1995
Kaskus, Marie A., Hale, Dawn
Outsourcing Cataloging, Authority Work, and Physical Processing: A Checklist of Considerations
Kovacs, Beatrice
Schultz, Louis Massengale
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/2/14</td>
<td>A Beginner’s Guide to Copy Cataloging on OCLC/Prism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Intner, Sheila S. and Weihs, Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metz, Ruth F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coaching in the Library: A Management Strategy for Achieving Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Alabaster, Carol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing an Outstanding Core Collection: A Guide for Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Durrane, Joan C., Pettigrew, Karen E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online Community Information: Creating a Nexus at Your Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rosedale, Jeff, Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managing Electronic Reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>McCarthy, Richard C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managing Your Library Construction Project: A Step-by-Step Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moreillon, Judi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative Startegies for Teaching Reading Comprehension: Maximizing Your Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOX 31:</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Munson, Amelia H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An Ample Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Sell, Violet, Dorothy B. Frizzel Smith, Ardis Sarff O’Hoyt, Mildred Bakke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject Index for Children and Young People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Curley, Marie T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Buckram Syndrom: A Critical Essay on Paperbacks in Public Libraies of the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Measurement and Comparison of Physical Facilities for Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Merrill, William Stetson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code for Classifiers: Principles Governing the Consistent Placing of Books in a System of Classification. 2nd ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Ruland, Vernon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizons of Criticism: An Assesment of Religious-Literary Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomson, Sarah Katharine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning Resource Centers in Comunity Colleges: A Survey of Budgets and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51
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Services
1978

Kies, Cosette
Projecting a Positive Image through Public Relations
Storytelling: Readings/Bibliographies/Resources

Thomison, Dennis
A History of the American Library Association, 1876-1972
1980

Aaron, Shirley L.
A Study of Combined School-Public Libraries

Mathews, Joseph R.
Choosing Automated Library Systems: A Planning Guide
1981

Daly, Richard R.
After Day One: Implementing the Changes in Library of Congress Cataloging
The Public Library Mission Statement and Its Imperatives for Service

Hyman, Richard Joseph
Shelf Access in Libraries
National Catalog of Sources for the History of Librarianship
1983

Elleman, Barbara
Popular Reading for Children: A Collection of the Booklist Columns

Husband, Janet
Sequels: An Annotated Guide to Novels in Series
1984

Paulin, Mary Ann and Berlin, Susan
Outstanding Books for the College Bound

Cargas, Harry James
The Holocaust: An Annotated Bibliography. 2nd ed.

Gillespie, John T.
The Junior High School paperback Collection

Wilms, Denise Murcko
1986

Popular Reading for Children II: A Collection of the Booklist Columns
Webb, William H.
Sources of Information in the Social Sciences: A Guide to the Literature
1987

Nickel, Mildred L.
Steps to Service: A Handbook of Procedures for the School Library Media Center
Shapiro, Beth J., John Whaley, Editors
Selection of Library Materials in Applied and Interdisciplinary Fields

1989
McCrimmon, Barbara
Richard Garnett: The Scholar as Librarian

1990
Welch, Theodore F., Tsuneishi, Warren M., Grosch, Mary F., Kuroda Haruo, Editors
Strengthening the U.S. - Japan Partnership in the Global Information Flow
Yahnke Robert E. and Eastman, Richard M.
Aging in Literature: A Reader’s Guide

1991
Richardson, Selma K.

1992
Headings of Tomorrow: Public Access Display of Subject Heading
Weingand, Darlene E
Administration of the Small Public Library, 3rd ed.

1993
Higginbotham, Barbra Buckner and Sally Bowdoin
Wright, Kieth
The Challenge of Technology: Action Strategies for the School Library Media Specialist

1994
Rubin, Renee
Avoiding Liability Risk: An Attorney’s Advice to Library Trustees and Others

1996
Monks, Merri M., Pistolis, Donna Reidy
Hit List: Frequently Challenged Books for Young Adults
Pistolis, Donna Reidy
Hit List: Frequently Challenged Books for Young Adults

2004
Burgett, James, John Haar, Linda L. Phillips
Collaborative Collection Development: A Practical Guide for Your Library

BOX 32:

1961
Circulation System Selection Manual for Public Libraries

1967
Sullivan, Peggy
Impact: The School Library and the Instructional Program

1971
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Occupational Definitions for School Library Personnel

1974
Case, Robert N., Lowrey, Anna Mary
Curriculum Alternatives: Experiments in School Library Media Education
Nickel, Mildred L.
Steps to Service: A Handbook of Procedures for the School Library Media Center

1976
Baskin, Barbara Holland and Karen H. Harris, editors
The Special Child in the Library
Reference and Subscription Books: Reviews 1975 - 1976

1981
Schexnaydre, Linda and Kaylyn Robbins
Workshops for Jail Library Service: A Planning Manual
Wright, Helen K.
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1979-1980

1982
Dodd, Sue A.
Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files: An Interpretive Manual
Maley, Mary S. and Ralph E. DeVore
A Sign System for Libraries

1983
Wright, Helen K.
Reference and Subscription Books Reviews, 1982-1983

1984
Boucher, Virginia
Interlibrary Loan Practices Handbook
Nickel, Mildred L.
Steps to Service: A Handbook of Procedures for the School Library Media Center
Morris, Leslie R. and Patsy Fowler Brautigam
Interlibrary Loan Policies Directory, 2nd ed.
30 Questions Librarians Ask about Taping Copyrighted Television Programs for Educational Use: Interpretting for Off-Air Recording

1986
Whiteley, Sandy, Editor

1987
Curtis, Howard, Editor
Public Microcomputers in Academic Libraries: The Man Library Model at Cornell University
Richter, Bernice and Duane Wenzel
Whiteley, Sandy, Editor
1988
Werner, Craig
Rich, Adrienne: The Poet and Her Critics
Whiteley, Sandy, Editor

1989
Carolyn Kenady
Pay Equity: An Action Manual for Library Workers

1990
Merrill-Oldham, Jan and Paul Parisi
Guide to the Library Binding Institute: Standard for Library Binding
Wright, Keith
Workstations Local Area Networks for Librarians

1991
Klasing, Jane P.
Designing the Renovation School Library Media Centers
McKern, Debra and Sherry Byrne
Target Packet for Use in Preservation Microfilming
Schwarz, Joseph H., Chava Schwarz
The Picture Book Comes of Age: Looking at Childhood Through the Art of Illustration

1994
Chelton, Mary K., Editor
Excellence in Library Services to Young Adults
Johns, Cecily, Editor
Selection of Library Materials for Area Studies: Part II. Australia, Canada, and New Zealand

1998
Coffman, Steve, Cynthia A. Kehoe, and pat Wiedensohler
The Internet-Plus Directory of Express Library Services
Himmel, Ethel and William James Wilson

2001
Hughes-Hasel, Sandra and Anne Weelock, Editors
The Information-Powered School

2002
Brown, Carol R.
Interior Design for Libraries: Drawing on Function and Appeal
Kapp, Rashelle S.
Powerful Public Relations; A How-to Guide for Libraries
Mayo, Diane and Jeane Goodrich
Staffing for Results: A Guide to Working Smarter
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Singer, Paula M.
Developing a Comprehension Plan for Your Library

2003
Crawford, Walt
First Have Something to Say: Writing for Library Profession

Box 33:

1921
Yust, William F.
Library Legislation

1923
Walter, Frank K.
Library Printing

1926
Booklist Books, 1926: A Selection

1929
McCombs, Charles F.
The Reference Department

1932
Youtz, Philip N.
American Life in Architecture

1933
Cannon, Carl L
Replacement List of Fiction Compiled by the Book Buying Committee of the American Library Association

1935
Booklist Books, 1935: A Selection

1937
Lowe, John Adam
Report of a Survey of the Public Library of Fort Worth for the Trustees of the Fort Worth Public Library Association, November 4-11, 1937

1939
Replacement List of Fiction

1940
Kuhlman, A.F., Editor
Archives and Libraries

1946
What...Where...Why... Do People Read: Highlights of a Survey Made for the American Library Association and 17 Cooperating City Libraries

1947
Herdman, Margaret M.
Classification: An Introductory Manual
Civil Service and Libraries
1951
Feifel, Louis N., and Earl W. Browning
Library Binding Manual

1959
Richer by Asia: A Selected Bibliography of Books and Other Materials for Promoting West-East Understanding among Young Adults

1963
Standards of Quality for Bookmobile Service

1967
Standards for Library Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped

1968
Gawrecki, Drahoslav
Compact Library Shelving

1969
Moore, Everett Leroy
Junior College Libraries: Development, Needs, and Perspectives

1970
Guidelines for Audiovisual Materials and Services for Public Libraries
Short Stories for Children
Shulman, Frank
Japan and Korea: An Annotated Bibliography of Doctoral Dissertations in Western Languages, 1877-1969

1973
Danton, Periam J.
The Dimensions of Comparative Librarianship
Nyren, Dorothy, Editor
Community Service: Innovations in Outreach at the Brooklyn Public Library

1974
Greiner, Donald
Robert Frost: The Poet and His Critics
Stewart, David and Algis Mickunas
Exploring Phenomenology: A Guide to the Field and Its Literature

1975
The Right to Read and the Nation’s Libraries

1976
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules: Chapter 14, Sound Recordings
Abbel, Millicent D., Editor
Collective Bargaining in Higher Education: Its Implications for Governance and Faculty Status for Librarians

1977
Crouch, Milton and Hans Ram
1978
Downs, Robert B.
Books That Changed the World. 2nd ed.
Lass-Woodfin, Mary Jo
Books on American Indians and Eskimos: A Selection Guide for Children and Young Adults

1979
Standards of Service for the Library of Congress: Network of Libraries for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

1981
Books for Public Libraries. 3rd ed.

1982
Kellman, Amy
Guide to Children’s Libraries and Literature Outside the United States
Lynch, Mary Jo, Margaret Myers, Jeniece Guy
ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries

1983
Mathews, Anne J.
Communicate! A Librarian’s Guide to Interpersonal Relations

1984
Cleaver, Betty P. and William D. Taylor
Involving the School Library Media Specialist in Curriculum Development
Guidelines for Handling Library Orders for In-Print Monographic Publications
Hodges, Gerald G. and Frances Bryant Bradburn, Editors
Matthews, Joseph R., Kevin Hegarty
Automated Circulation: An Examination of Choices

1987
Williams, Wiley J.

1988
Greenlaw, M. Jean and Margaret E. McIntosh
Educating the Gifted: A Sourcebook
Reichman, Henry
Censorship and Selection: Issues and Answers for Schools

1990
First Steps to Literacy: Library Programs for Parents, Teachers, and Caregivers

1991
Hill, Joanne Schneider, William E. Hannaford, Jr., and Ronald H. Epp
Collection Development in College Libraries
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1992
Steele, Victoria and Stephen D. Elder
Becoming a Fundraiser: The Principles and Practice of Library Development

1993
Hamilton, Marcha J.
Guide to Preservation in Acquisition Processing

1996
Watkins, Jan
Programming Author Visits

2003
Faurot, Kimberly K.
Books in Bloom: Creative Patterns and Props That Bring Stories to Life
Nelson, Sandra and June Garcia
Creating Policies for Results: From Chaos to Clarity

Box 34:

1960
Mathes, Miriam Snow
A Basic Books Collection for Elementary Grades
Standards for School Library Programs

1965
Black, Dorothy
Guide to Lists of Master’s Theses

1970
Standards for Library Services in Health Care

1971
I Read, You Read, We Read, I See, You See, We See, I Hear, You Hear, We Hear, I Learn, You Learn, We Learn

1974
Lyman, Helen Huguenor
Library Materials in Service to the Adult New Reader

1975
Grove, Pearce S., Editor
Nonprint Media in Academic Libraries
Look, Listen, Explain: Developing Community Library Services for Young Adults
Thompson, Sarah Katharine
Interlibrary Loan Policies Directory

1976
Gerulaitis, Leonidas Vytautas
Printing and Publishing in Fifteenth-Century Venice

1977
Johnson, Richard D., Editor
Libraries for Teaching Libraries for Research: Essays for a Century
Guide to the American Library Association Archives (a pamphlet)
Galvin, Thomas J, Margareth Maty Kimmel, Brenda H. White, Editors
Excellence in School Media Programs
Hubbard, William J.
Stack Management A Practical Guide to Shelving and Maintaining Library Collections
Chernik, Barbara E.
Procedures for Library Media Technical Assistants
Fling, Robert Michael, Editor
A Basic Music Library: Essential Scores and Books
McClure, Charles R., Peter Hernon
Improving the Quality of Reference Service for Government Publications
Mertins, Barbara
Reading for Young People: Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia
Merrill-Oldham, Jan and Merrily Smith, Editors
The Library Preservation Program: Models, Priorities, Possibilities
Perryman, Wayne R. and Lenore Wilkas
Pruett, James W. and Thomas P. Slavens
Research Guide to Musicology
Elison, John W. and Patricia Ann Coty, Editors
Nonbook Media: Collection Management and User Services
Kesner, Richard M.
Information Systems: A Strategic Approach to Planning and Implementation
Husband, Janet and Johnathan F. Husband
Sequels: An Annotated Guide to Novels in Series. 2nd ed.
Intner, Sheila S. and Jean Weihs
Standard Cataloging for School and Public Libraries
Standards for Cooperative Multitype Library Organizations (2 copies)
Hedgepeth, Chester M. Jr.
Twentieth Century African American Writers and Artists

1992
Kinney, Lisa F.
Lobby for Your Library: Know What Works

1993
Couch, Nena and Nany Allen, Editors
The Humanities and the Library, 2nd ed.

1996
ICONnect: Curriculum Connection on the ‘Net

2001
Deeds, Sharon and Catherine Chastain
The News Books Kids Like

2002

Box 35:

1957
Bates, Martson
Expanding Population in a Shrinking World

1960
Asheim, Lester
The Humanities and the Library: Problems in the Interpretation, Evaluation and Use of Library Materials

1963
Spengler, Margaret V., Editor
A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools

1964
White, Ruth M.
The School-Housed Public Library - A Survey

1966
Let’s Read Together: Books for Family Enjoyment

1967
Notable Children’s Books, 1940-1959

1969
Linderman, Winifred B.
The Present Status and Future Prospects of Reference/Information Service

1970
Scott, Marian H., Editor

1973
Thompson, Sarah Katharine
Library Loan Involving Academic Libraries
Frase, Robert W.
   Library Funding and Public Support: A Working Paper on the Background and Issues
Walker, Elinor
   Book Bait: Detailed Notes on Adult Books Popular with Young People

1975
Guidelines for Audiovisual Materials and Services For Public Libraries
Martin, Susan K., Brett Butler, Editors
   Library Automation: The State of Art II
Recommendations for Audiovisual Materials and Services for Small and Medium-sized Public Libraries

1977
Notable Children’s Books, 1940-1970

1978
Downs, Robert
   In Search of new Gorizons: Epic Tales of Travel and Explorations

1979
Bayne, Pauline Shaw
   A Basic Music Library: Essential Scores and Books
Vandergrift, Kay E.
   The Teaching Role of the School Media Specialist

1980
Blum, Rudolf
   Bibliographia: An Inquiry into its Definition and Designations
Heald, Dorothy, Editor
   Reading for Young People: The Southeast
Hodges, Margaret and Susan Steinfirst
   The History of Children’s Literature: A Syllabus with Selected Bibliographies
Laughlin, Mildred, Editor
   Reading for Young People: The Rocky Mountains
Meacham, Mary, Editor
   Reading for Young People: The Northwest
Pennypacker, Arabelly, Editor
   Reading for Young People: The Middle Atlantic

1981
Archer, Marion Fuller, Editor
   Reading for Young People: The Upper Midwest
Maak, Mary Niles
   Libraries in Senegal: Continuity and Change in an Emerging Nation
Rochell, Carlton C., Editor
Harmon, Elva A. and Anna L. Milligan, Editors
   Reading for Young People: The Southwest
Peterson, Ralph L.
   A Place for Caring and Celebration: The School Media Center
Seely, Pauline A., Editor
   ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards

Cleaver, Betty P. and William D. Taylor
   Involving the School Library Media Specialist in Curriculum Development
Dorsett, Cora Matheny, Editor
   Reading for Young People: The Mississippi Delta
Sheehy, Eugene P., Rita G. Keckeisen, and Eileen McIl Vaine
Smith, G. Stevenson
   Accounting for Librarians and for Other Non-profit Managers

Revised Standards and Guidelines for the Library of Congress Network of Libraries for
   the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1984

McCaeley, Elfrieda, Editor
   Reading for Young People: New England
Spreitzer, Francis
Standards for Library Functions at the State Level. 3rd ed.

Pierson, Robert M.
   Desk Dictionaries: A Consumer’s Guide
Suzler, Jack and Roberta Palen
   Guide to the Publications of Interstate Agencies and Authorities

Notable Children’s Films and Videos, Filmstrips and Recordings, 1973-1986

Moorman, John A.
   Managing Small Library Collections in Business and Community Organizations:
      Advice for Nonlibrarians
Preservation Microfilming: Planning and Production. Papers from the RTSD Preservation
      Microfilming Institute, New Haven, Connecticut, April 21-23, 1988
Saffady, William
   Introduction to Automation for Librarians, 2nd ed.
Walker, Richard D., Hurt, CD.
Scientific and Technical Literature: An Introduction to Forms of Communication

1991
Soper, Mary Ellen, Larry N. Osborne, Douglas L. Zweizig, Editors
The Librarian’s Thesaurus: A Concise Guide to Library and Information Terms
Atkins, Stephen E.
The Academic Library in the American University
Promis, Patricia and Maria Segura Hoopes
Habla Espanol? No, but I Can Try to Help You: Practival Spanish for the Reference Desk
Riggs, Donald E., Editor
Library Communication: The Language of Leadership
Shreves, Edward, Editor
Guide to Budget Allocation for Information Resources

1992
Giesecke, Joan, Editor
Practical Help for New Supervisors

1996
Fales, Susan L., Editor
Guide for Training Collection Development Librarians

1998
Information Literacy Standards for Student Learning
Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning

2001
DeCandido, GraceAnne A., Editor
Literacy and Libraries: Learning from Case Studies

2002
Doll, Carol A., Pamela Petrick Barron
Managing and Analyzing Your Collection: A Practical Guide for Small Libraries and School Media Centers

Box 36:

1954
Schenk, Gretchen Knief
Country and Regional Library Development

1972
Lipsman, Claire k.
The Disadvantaged and Library Effectiveness

1973
Osborn, Andrew
Publications: Their Place and Treatment in Libraries
Rice, Susan
Fils Kids Like: A Catalog of Short Films for Children
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1974
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
Stewart, David and Algis Mickunas
Exploring Phenomenology: A Guide to the Field and Its Literature

1975
Blazek, Ron
Influencing Students toward Media Center Use: An Experimental Investigation in Mathematics

1976
Jackson, Sidney L., Eleanor B. Herling, E.J. Josey, Editors
A Century of Service: Librarianship in the United States and Canada
Lyman, Helen Huguenor
Reading and the New Adult Reader

1980
Kennington, Donald and Danny L. Read
The Literature of Jazz: A Critical Guide. 2nd ed.

1982
Richardson, John Jr.
The Spirit of Inquiry: The Graduate Library School at Chicago, 1921-51

1983
Hunt, Mary Alice, Editor
A Multimedia Approach to Children’s Literature: A Selective List of Films (and videocassettes), Filmstrips, and Recordings Based on Children’s Books
Metz, Paul
The Landscape of Literatures: Use of Subject Collections in a University Library

1984
Downs, Robert B. and Ralph E. McCoy
The First Freedom Today: Critical Issues Relating to Censorship and to Intellectual Freedom
Radford, Neil A.
The Carnegie Corporation and the Development of American College Libraries, 1928-1941

1986
Schauer, Bruce P.
The Economics of Managing Library Service

1987
Doll, Carol A.
Evaluating Educational Software

1988
Kesselman, Martin and Sarah B. Watstein
End-User Searching: Services and Providers

1989

1990
Dolnik, Sandy
Friends of Libraries Sourcebook
Soper, Mary Ellen, Larry N. Osborne, Douglas L. Zweizig, Editors
The Librarian’s Thesaurus: A Concise Guide to Library and Information Terms
Wortman, William A.
Collection Management: Background and Principle

1991
Poultney, David
Dictionary of Western Church Music

1992
Lerner, Arthur and Ursula R. Mahlendorf
Life Guidance through Literature
Weibel, Marguerite Crowley
The Library as Literacy Classroom: A Program for Teaching

1995
Staerkel, Kathleen, Mary Fellows, and Sue McCleaf Nespeca
Youth Services Librarians as Managers: A How-to Guide from Budgeting to Personnel

1997
Johnson, Peggy, Editor
New Directions in Technical Services: Trends and Sources (1993-1995)

Box 37:

1935
Catalogers and Classifiers Yearbook. Number Four, 1934

1936
Eleanor Roosevelt
What Libraries Mean to the Nation. An Address Given at the District of Columbia Library Association Dinner. Carlton Hotel, Washington D.C., April 1, 1936

1942
Hawes, Marion E.
What to Read on Psychology

1952
Rue, Eloise and Effie Laplante
Subject Headings for Children’s Materials

1964
Standards for Children’s Services in Public Libraries
International Subscription Agents: An Annotated Directory

Angelo, Douglas St., Annie Mary Hartsfield, Harold Goldstein
State Library Policy: Its Legislative and Environmental Contexts

White, Carl M.
Sources of Information in the Social Sciences; A Guide to Literature. 2nd ed.

Media Programs: District and School

Certification Model for Professional School Media Personnel

Richardson, Selma K.
Periodicals for School Media Programs

Field, Carolyn W.
Special Collections in Children’s Literature

Bator, Robert
Signposts to Criticism of Children’s Literature
Matthews, Joseph R., Editor
A Reader on Choosing an Automated Library System

Procopiow, Norma
Robert Lowel: The Poet and His Critics

Roman, Susan
Sequences: An Annotated Guide to Children’s Fiction in Series
Williams, Martha E., Editor in Chief; Laurence Lanom and Carolyn G. Robins, Editors
Computer-Readable Databases: A Directory and Data Sourcebook

Brichford, Maynard and Anne Gilliland
Guide to the American Library Association Archives. 2nd ed.
Lane, Margaret T.
Selecting and Organizing State Government Publications

Cobb, David A.
Guide to U.S. Map Resources. 2nd ed.

Van Keuren, Frances
Guide to Research in Classical Art and Mythology
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1995
Jones, Dolores Blythe
Special Collections in Chidren’s Literature: An International Directory. 3rd ed.

1998
Moore, Dahrl Elizabeth
The Librarian’s Genealogy Notebook: A Guide to Resources

1999
Johnson, Wayne L., Yvette C. Johnson
Summer Reading Program Fun: 10 Thrilling, Inspiring, Wacky Board Games for Kids

2000
Gorman, Michael
Our Enduring Values: Librarianship in the 21st Century

2002
Maxwell, Robert L.
Maxwell’s Guide to Authority Work

2003
Laughlin, Sarah, Denise Sisco Shockley, Ray Wilson
The Library’s Continuous Improvement Fieldbook: 29 Ready-to-Use Tools

2005
Mayo, Diane
Technology for Results: Developing Service-Based Plans

2006
Eberhart, George M.
The Whole Library Handbook: Current Data, Professional Advice, and Curiosities about Libraries and Library Services

Frinz, Deborah A.
Cataloging with AACR2 and MARC21: For Books, Electronic Resources, Sound Recordings, Videorecordings, and Serials

2007
Briggs, Diane
Preschool Favorites: 35 Storytimes Kids Love

Ericson, Rolf and Carolyn Markuson
Designing a School Library Media Center for the Future. 2nd ed.

Box 38:

1927
Booklist Books: A Selection

1928
Booklist Books: A Selection

1929
Booklist Books: A Selection

1930
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Booklist Books: A Selection
1931
Booklist Books: A Selections
1932
Booklist Books: A Selection
1933
Booklist Books
1934
Booklist Books
1936
Booklist Books
1942
Selected List of Books in English by U.S. Authors
1944
Hazeltine, Mary Emogene
Anniversaries and Holidays: A Calendar of Days and How to Observe Them. 2nd ed.
1955
Kee, Janice S., Dorothy Smith, Editors
The PLD Reporter. Friends of Public Libraries: How They Work
1956
Gaunt, Rezia, Editor
The PLD Reporter. Cooperative Practices Among Public Libraries
1967
Goy, Peter, A.
A Bibliographical Directory of Librarians in the Field of Slavic and East European Studies
1972
Haviland, Virginia
Children’s Books of International Interest: A Selection from Four Decades of American Publishing
1975
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
1976
Kulkin, Mary-Ellen
Her Way: Biographies of Women for Young People
1978
Haviland, Virginia
Children’s Books of International Interest: A Selection from Four Decades of American Publishing
Novak, Gloria, Editor
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Running Out of Space - What are the Alternatives?

1982
Lee, Joel M, Editor-in-Chief
Who’s Who in Library and Information Services

1983
Saffady, William
Introduction to Automations for Librarians

1984
Elleman, Barbara, Editor
Children’s Books of International Interest. 3rd ed.

1985
Hoffman, Herbert H.
Recorded Plays: Indexes to Dramatics, Plays, and Actors

1986
Clement, Charles, Editor
Genealogy and Computers
Sheehy, Eugene P., Editor

1988
Gilmer, Lois C.
Genealogical Research and Resources: A Guide for Library Use
Hooper, Brad
Short Story Writers and Their Work: A Guide to the Best

1990
Lynch, Mary Jo, Editor
Academic Libraries Research Perspectives

1991
Kennedy, James R. and Gloria Stokton, Editors

1992
Zvirin, Stephanie
The Best Years of Their Lives: A Resource Guide for Teenagers in Crisis

1993
Tibbo, Helen R.
Abstracting, Information Retrieval and the Humanities: Providing Access to Historical Literature

1994
Johnson, Peggy, Editor
Guide to Technical Services Resources

1996
Anderson, Joanne S.
Guide for Written Collection Policy Statements. 2nd ed.

American Library Association and Illinois Library Association
Cyberguide for Kids & Parents
Flood, Susan, Editor
Guide to Managing Approval Plans

2000
Brown, William E. Jr. and Laura Stalker

Carter, Betty
Best Books for Young Adults. 2nd ed.

2003
Lester, June and Wallace C. Koehler, Jr.
Fundamentals of Information Studies: Understanding Information and Its Environment

Box 39:
1922
Wyer, J.I.
U.S. Government Documents (Federal, State, and City)

1955
Geer, Helen Thornton
Charging Systems

1956
Lee, R.E.
Getting the Most Out of Discussion: A Guide for Participants
Shera, Jesse H., Margaret E. Egan
The Classified Catalog: Basic Principles and Practices

1960
Standards for School Library Programs

1966
MacDonald, Bernice
Literacy Activities in Public Libraries

1967
Interlibrary Cooperation: A Sampling of Interlibrary Cooperation Programs. - The Public Library Reporter, Number 12

1969
Salmon, Stephen R., Editor
Library Automation: A State of the Art Review. Papers Presented at the Preconference Institute on Library Automation. Held at San Francisco, California,
June 22-24, 1967
Standards for School Media Programs

1970
Cazden, Robert E.
German Exile Literature in America 1933-1950: A History of the Free German Press and Book Trade

1971
St. Angelo, Douglas, Annie Mary Hartsfield, Harold Goldstein
State Library Policy: Its Legislative and Environmental Contexts
Young, William C.
American Theatrical Arts: A Guide to Manuscripts and Special Collections in the United States and Canada

1972
Trezza, Alphonse, Editor

1973
Jordan, Alma
Research Library Cooperation in the Caribbean

1975
Libraries and Copyright: A Summary of the Arguments for Library Photocopying

1976
Holt, Raymond, Editor
An Architectural Strategy for Change: Remodeling and Expanding for Contemporary Public Library Needs

1977
Gotsick, Priscilla, Sharon Dean, Susan Cotner, Joan Flanery
Information for Everyday Survival: What You Need and Where to Get It

1978
Wright, Helen K., Editor

1979
Dunkin, Paul Shaner
How to Catalog a Rare Book. 2nd ed.

1981
Potter, William Gary and Arlene Farber Sirkin, Editors
Serials Automation and Inventory Control
Carothers, Diane Foxhill
Self-Instruction Manual for Filing Catalog Cards

1982
Ettlinger, John R.T. and Diana Sprit
Choosing Books for Young People: A Guide to Criticism and Bibliography, 1945-1975

Guidelines for Using AACR2 Chapter 9 for Cataloging Microcomputer Software

Williams, Martha E., Editor in Chief

Eastman, Ann Heidbreder and Evelyn Shaevel
Great Library Promotion Ideas II: JCD Library Public Relations Award Winners and Notables, 1985

Lacy, Lyn Ellen
Art and Design in Children’s Picture Books: An Analysis of Caldecott Award-Winning Illustrations

Richter, Bernice and Duane Wenzel

Lynch, Mary Jo
Non-Tax Sources of Revenue for Public Libraries

Guidelines for Establishing Community Information and Referral Services in Public Libraries

Hardy, Eileen D.
Statistics for Managing Library Acquisitions

Ross, John M.
How to Use the Major Indexes to U.S. Government Publications

Hagermeyer, Alice Lougee
The Legacy and Leadership of the Deaf Community: A Resource Guide for Librarians and Library Programs

Raymond Bial
Looking Good: A Guide to Photographing Your Library

Steadman, Susan M.
Dramatic Re-Visions: An Annotated Bibliography of Feminism and Theatre, 1972-1988

Dearstyne, Bruce W.
The Archival Enterprise: Modern Archival Principles, Practices, and Management Techniques

Chan, Lois Maix
Cataloging and Classification; An Introduction. 2nd ed.  
Gibbons, Susan, Thomas A. Peters, Robin Bryan  
E-Book Functionality: What Libraries and Their Patrons Want and Expect from Electronic Books  
Kan, Katharine L.  
Sizzling: Summer Reading Programs for Young Adults  
Rubin, Rhea Joice  
Demonstrating Results: Using Outcome Measurement in Your Library

Box 40:  
1939  
Lowe, John Adams  
Small Public Library Buildings

1954  
Akers, Susan Grey  
Simple Library Cataloging. 4th ed.

1960  
Downs, Rober B., Editpr  
The First Freedom: An Anthology of the Most Notable Writings of American and British Authors in the Field of Book Censorship and Intellectual Freedom.

1966  
Guide to Japanese Reference Books

1977  
Guidelines for Book Catalogs

1980  
Dolnick, Sandy, Editor  
Friends of Libraries Sourcebook

1984  
Magrill, Rose Mary and Doralyn J. Hickey  
Acquisitions Management and Collection Development in Libraries

1985  
Hart, Thomas L.  
Instruction in School Library Media Center Use (K-12). 2nd ed.

1986  
Dale, Doris Cruger  
A Directory of Oral History Tapes of Librarians in the United States and Canada

1987  
Dewey, Patrick R.  
101 Software Packages to Use in Your Library: Descriptions, Evaluations, and Practical Advice
1988
Bradley, Jana and Larry Bradley
Improving Written Communication in Libraries

1989
Bryant, Bonita
Guide for Written Policy Statements
Fink, Deborah
Process and Politics in Library Research: A Model for Course Design

1991
Eberhart, George M.
The Whole Library Handbook: Current Data, Professional Advice, and Curiosities About Libraries and Library Services

1992
Dewey, Patrick R.
202 + Software Packages to Use in Your Library: Descriptions, Evaluations, and Practical Advice

1994
Saffardy, William
Introduction to Automation for Librarians. 3rd ed.

2001
Lazzaro, Joseph J.
Adaptive Technologies from Learning & Work Environments

2006
Baca, Murtha, Patricia Harpring, Eliza Lanzi, Linda McRae, Ann Whiteside
Cataloging Cultural Objects: A Guide to Describing Cultural Works and Their Images

2007
ALA-APA Salary Survey Non-MLS Public and Academic: A Survey of Library Positions Not Requiring an ALA-Accredited Master’s Degree
ALA-APA Salary Survey Librarian Public and Academic: A Survey of Library Positions Requiring an ALA-Accredited Master’s Degree
Bell, Steven J., John D. Shank
Academic Librarianship by Design: A Blended Librarian’s Guide to the Tools and Techniques
Bluh, Pamela, Editor
Commemorating the Past, Celebrating the Present, Creating the Future. Papers in Observance of the 50th Anniversary of the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services
Elliott, Donald S., Glen E. Holt, Sterling W. Hayden and Leslie Edmonds Holt
Measuring Your Library’s Value: How to Do a Cost-Benefit Analysis for Your Public Library
Foster, Nancy Fried and Susan Gibbons
Studying Students: The Undergraduate Research Project at the University of
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Rochester
Gibbons, Susan
The Academic Library and the Net Gen Student: Making the Connections
Koelling, Holy, Editor
The Best Books for Young Adults. 3rd ed.
Neiburger, Eli
Gamers in the Library?! The Why, What, and How of Videogame Tournaments for All Ages
Reid, Rob
Children’s Jukebox: The Select Subject Guide to Children’s Music Recordings

Box 41:
1922
Stearns, Lutie Eugenia
Essentials in Library Administration. 3rd ed.
1936
Booklist Books: A Selection
1937
Booklist Books: A Selection
1938
Booklist Books: A Selection
1939
Booklist Books: A Selection
1940
Booklist Books: A Selection
1951
Matson, Charlotte and Larson, Lola
Books for Tired Eyes: A List of Books in Large Print
1956
Costs in Public Library Service in 1956
1964
Costs of Public Library Service, 1963
1966
Lee, Robert Ellis
Continuing Education for Adults through the American Public Library, 1833-1964
Williams, Joel
1970
Standards for Library Functions at the State Level
1971
Stone, Elizabeth W.
New Directions in Staff Development: Moving from Ideas to Action
1977
Directions for Library Service to Young Adults

1978
Clarke, I.F.
Tale of the Future from the Beginning to the Present Day. 3rd ed.

Dyer, Esther R.
Cultural Pluralism and Children’s Media

White, Herbert S., Editor
The Copyright Dilemma

1980
Maxwell, Margaret F.
Handbook for AACR2: Explaining and Illustrating Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. 2nd ed.

1984

1985
Saffady, William

1986
Guidelines on Subject Access to Microcomputer Software

1987
Schwartz, Julia
Easy Access to Information in United States Government Documents

Rochman, Hazel
Tales of Love and Terror: Booktalking the Classics Old and New

1988
Fox, Beth Wheeler
The Dynamic Community Library: Creative, Practical, and Inexpensive Ideas for the Director

1989
Educational Excellence through Effective School Library Media Programs
Lockett, Barbara, Deitor
Guide to the Evaluation of Library Collections

1990
Soper, Mary Ellen, Larry N. Odborne, Douglas L. Zweig
The Librarian’s Thesaurus

1992
Guidelines for Library Orders for Serials and Periodicals. Revised Edition
Van Orden, Phyllis
1993
Maxwell, Margaret F.
Handbook for AACR2. 1988 Revision

1994

1995
Johnson, Bruce Chr., Editor
Guidelines for Bibliographic Description of Reproductions

1996
Bauer, Caroline Feller
Leading Kids to Books through Magic

1997
Bauer, Caroline Feller
Leading Kids to Books through Puppets

1998
Braun, Linda W.
Teens.library: Developing Internet Services for Young Adults
Anglo-Amerikanische Katalogisierungsregeln: Deutsche Übersetzung der AACR2r (in German)
Library of Congress Rule Interpretations. 2nd ed., 1989. Update Number 1

2000
Bauer, Caroline Feller
Leading Kids to Books through Crafts
Scales, Pat R.
Teaching Banned Books: 12 Guides for Young Adults

2002
Braun, Linda W.
Teens.library: Developing Internet Services for Young Adults
Anglo-Amerikanische Katalogisierungsregeln: Deutsche Übersetzung der AACR2r (in German)
Library of Congress Rule Interpretations. 2nd ed., 1989. Update Number 1

2003
Sullivan, Michael
Connecting Boys with Books; What Libraries Can Do
Ziarnik, Natalie Reif
School and Public Libraries: Developing the Natural Alliance

2004

2006
Snyder, Herbert
Small Change, Big Problems: Detecting and Preventing Financial Misconduct in Your Library

2007
Greiner, Tony and Cooper, Bob
Analyzing Library Collection Use with Excel
Something Musical Happened at the Library: Adding Songs and Dance to Children’s Story Programs

New on the Job: A School Library Media Specialist’s Guide to Success

The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Nonfiction

Rathbone, Josephine Adams
Shelf Department

College and University Libraries and Librarianship: An Examination of Their Present Status and Some Proposals for Their Future Development

Pioneering Leaders in Librarianship

College and University Library Surveys, 1938-1952

Metropolitan Libraries: The Challenge and the Promise

Public Library Systems in the United States: A Survey of Multijurisdictional Systems

A Multimedia Approach to Children’s Literature

Computer-Based Reference Service

From Press to People: Collecting and Using U.S. Government Publications

Historical Sets, Collected Editions, and Monuments of Music: A Guide to Their Contents

Thursday’s Child: Trends and Patterns in Contemporary Children’s Literature

Hirschfelder, Arlene B., Mary Cloyne Byler, Michael A. Dorris
Guide to Research on North American Indians

1988
Sieburth, Janice F.
Online Search Services in the Academic Library: Planning, Management, and Operation

1989
Cataloging Correctly for Kids
Molyneux, Robert E.

1990
Dewey, Patrick R.
101 Microcomputer Projects to Do in Your Library: Putting Your Micro to Work

1991
Libraries and Information Services Today: The Yearly Chronicle

1993
Bauer, Caroline Feller

1997
Wilson, Karen A., and Marylou Colver, Editors

1998
Wilson, Thomas C.
The Systems Librarian: Designing Roles, Defining Skills

2000
Vaillancourt, Renee J.
Bare Bones Young Adult Services: Tips for Public Library Generalists

2001
Higginbotham, Barbara Buckner, Judith W. Wild
The Preservation Program Blueprint

2002
Charles, John, Joanna Morrison, Candace Clark
The Mystery Readers’ Advisory: The Librarian’s Clues to Murder and Mayhem

2003
Coffman, Steve
Going Live: Starting and Running a Virtual Reference Service
Walter, Virginia A., Elaine Meyers
Teens and Libraries: Getting It Right

Intner, Sheil S, Joanna F. Dountain, Jane E. Gilchrist
Cataloging Correctly for Kids: An Introduction to the Tools
Cerny, Rosanne, Penny Markey, and Amanda Williams
Outstanding Library Service to Children: Putting the Core Competencies to Work

Storytimes for Two-Year-Olds. 3rd ed.
Siess, Judith A., Jonathan Lorig
Out Front with Stephen Abram: A Guide for Information Leaders
The State of American Libraries: A Report from the American Library Association

The Librarian’s Handbook, 2nd ed.
Henne, Frances, Alice Brooks, Ruth Ersted, Editors
Youth, Communication and Libraries: Papers Presented Before the Library Institute at the University of Chicago, August 11-16, 1947

Training for Librarianship before 1923

Training for Librarianship before 1923

Vocations in Biography and Fiction

University Library Statistics

Sellers, Violet, Dorothy B, Frizzell Smith, Ardis Sarff O’Hoys, Mildred Bakke
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Subject Index to Poetry for Children and Young People

1972
Buckman, Thomas R., Editor
University and Research Libraries in Japan and the United States

1973
Laugher, Charles T.
Thomas Bray’s Grand Design: Libraries of the Church of England in America, 1695-1785

1975
Mariani, Paul L.
William Carlos Williams: The Poet and His Critics

1976
Hektoen, Faith H., Jeanne R. Rinehart
Toys to Go: A Guide to the Use of Realia in Public Libraries

Liesener, James W.
A Systematic Process for Planning Media Programs

1978
Schimmelpfeng, Richard H. and C. Donald Cook, Editors

1980
Lundy, Kathryn Renfro
Women View Librarianship: Nine Perspectives

1981
Cherry, Susan Spaeth
Video Involvement for Libraries: A Current Awareness Package for Professionals

Sachse, Gladys

1985
Ariel, Joan, Ellen Broidy, and Susan Searing
Women’s Legal Rights in the United States: A Selective Bibliography

1990
Gorman, Michael, Editor
Videotechnology and Libraries

Machovec, George S.
Telecommunications and Networking Glossary

1991
US-USSR Colloquium on Library Services to Children, September 12-21, 1989

2008
Alessio, Amy, Editor
Excellence in Library Services to Young Adults, 5th ed.

Carr, Jo Ann, Editor
Leadership for Excellence: Insights of National School Library Media Program of
the Year Award Winners
Cook, Douglas and Ryan L. Sittler
Practical Pedagogy for Library Instructors: 17 Innovative Strategies to Improve Student Learning
Doucett, Elisabeth
Creating Your Library brand: Communicating Your Relevance and Value to Your Patrons
Kahn, Miriam B.
The Library Security and Safety Guide to Prevention, Planning, and Response
Landau, Herbert B.
The Small Public Library Survival Guide: Thriving on Less
O’Gorman, Jack, Editor

Box 44:

1937
Book Automobiles. Prepared by the A.L.A. County and Regional Libraries Section

1994
Smith, Henrietta M., Editor
The Coretta Scott King Awards Book: From Vision to Reality

2004
Código de Catalogação Anglo-Americano [in Portuguese], 2002
Stein Martin, Barbara and Marco Zannier
Fundamentals of School Library Media Management

2007
Libraries Connect Communities: Public Library Funding and Technology Access Study, 2006-2007

2009
Budd, John
Framing Library Instruction
Clark, Larra, Editor
Libraries Connect Communities 3: Public Library Funding and Technology Access Study
Gould, Mark, Editor
The Library PR Handbook: High-Impact Communications
Hill, Chrystie
Inside, Outside, and Online: Building Your Library Community
Husband, Janet G. and Johnathan Husband
Jerrard, Jane
Crisis in Employment: A Librarian’s guide to helping Job Seekers
Kornegay, Rebecca S., Buchanan, Heidi E., and Morgan, Hildegard B.  
Magic Search: Getting the Best Results from Your Catalog and Beyond
Mathews, Brian  
Marketing Today’s Academic Library: A Bold New Approach to Communicating with Students
Murray, Stuart A.P.  
The Library: An Illustrated History
Nelson, Sandra  
Implementing for Results: Your Strategic Plan in Action
Saricks, Joyce G.  
The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction, 2nd ed.
Singer, Paula M., Francisco, Laura L  
Developing a Compensation Plan for Your Library, 2nd ed.
Smith, Henrietta M., Editor  
The Coretta Scott King Awards, 1970-2009

2010
Barber, Peggy and Wallace, Linda  
Building a Buzz: Libraries & Word-of-Mouth Marketing
Diamant-Cohen, Betsy and Nadkerni Choting, Saroj  
The Early Literacy Kit: A Handbook and Tip Cards
Dowd, Nancy, Mary Evangeliste, and Johnathan Silberman  
Bite-Sized Marketing: Realistic Solutions for the Oveworked Librarian
Fortriede, Steven Carl  
Moving Your Library: Getting the Collection from Here to There
Goldsmith, Francisca  
The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Graphic Novels
Horton, Valerie and Smith, Bruce, Editors  
Moving Materials: Physical Delivery in Libraries
Mayer, Brian and Harris, Christopher  
Libraries Got Game: Aligned Learning through Modern Board Games
Moore, Mary Y.  
The Successful Library Trustee Handbook, 2nd ed.
Ott, Bill  
The Back Page
Smallwood, Carol, ed.  
Librarians as Community Partners: An Outreach Book
Tunstall, Patricia  
Hiring, Training, and Supervising Library Shelves
Walter, Virginia A.  
Twenty-First-Century Kids, Twenty-First-Century Librarians

Box 45:  
1937
Lynn, Jeanette Murphy
An Alternative Classification for Catholic Books: A Scheme for Catholic Theology, Canon Law and Church History

The Vatican Library. Rules for the Catalog of Printed Books

Shera, Jesse H., Egan, Margaret E.
The Classified Catalog: Basic Principles and Practices

Seely, Pauline A., Editor
ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards

Maxwell, Robert L., Maxwell, Margaret F.
Maxwell’s Handbook for AACR2R

American Libraries: Media Kit 2009

Agosto, Denis E., Hughes-Hassell, Sandra, editors
Urban Teens in the Library: Research and Practice

Alabaster, Carol
Developing an Outstanding Core Collection: A Guide for Libraries

Alexander, Linda B., Kwon, Nahyun - editors
Multicultural Programs for Tweens and Teens

Braun, Linda W., Martin, Hillias J., Urquhart, Connie
Risky Business: Taking and Managing Risks in Library Services for Teens

Cart, Michael
Young Adult Literature: From Romance to Realism

Cryer, Max
Common Phrases ...And the Amazing Stories Behind Them

Diamant-Cohen, Betsy - editor
Children’s Services: Partnership for Success

Doucett, Elisabeth
What They Don’t Teach You in Library School

Eberhart, George M.
The Librarian’s Book of Lists

Gieseke, Joan, McNeil, Beth
Fundamentals of Library Supervision. 2nd ed.

Harris, Frances Jacobson
I Found It On the Internet: Coming of Age Online. 2nd ed.

Hernon, Peter and Altman, Ellen
Assessing Service Quality: Satisfying the Expectations of Library Customers. 2nd Ed.
Holt, Leslie Edmonds, Holt, Glen E.
Public Library Services For the Poor: Doing All We Can
Hooper, Brad
Writing Reviews for Readers' Advisory
McAdoo, Monty L.
Building Bridges: Connecting Facuty, Students and College Library
Miller, Kathryn
Public Libraries Going Green
Moyer, Jessica E., Stover, Kaite Mediatore
The Readers’, Advisory Handbook
The Newbery and Caldecott Awards. 2010 Edition
Oliver, Chris
Introducing RDA: A Guide to the Basics
Piotrowicz, Lynn M., Osgood, Scott
Building Science 101: A Primer for Librarians
Polanka, Sue - editor
No Shelf Required; E-Books in Libraries
Reed, Sally Gardner, Kalonick, Jillian
The Complete Library Trustee Handbook
Rothstein, Pauline, Schull, Diantha Dow
Boomers and Beyond: Reconsidering the Role of Libraries
Singer, Paula M., Griffin, Gail
Succession Planning in the Library: Developing Leaders, Managing Change
Smallwood, Carol, ed.
Writing and Publishing: The Librarian’s Handbook
Smith, Susan Sharpless
Web-Based Instruction: A Guide for Libraries
Sullivan, Michael
Serving Boys Through Readers’ Advisory
Woodward, Jeannette
Countdown to a New Library: Managing the Building Project

2011
Harris, Frances Jacobson
I Found It On the Internet: Coming of Age Online. 2nd ed.

Box 47:
2011
Alessio, Amy J. And Kimberly A. Patton, A Year of Programs for Teens 2
Bennett, Denise, editor, ALA Guide to Economics & Business Reference
Bennett, Denise, editor, ALA Guide to Medical & Health Sciences Reference
Bennett, Denise, editory, ALA Guide to Sociology & Psychology
Booth, Char, *Reflective Teaching Effective Learning: Instructional Literacy for Library Educators*

Burkhardt, Joanna M. And Mary C. MacDonald, *Teaching Information Literacy: 50 Standards-Based Exercises for College Students, 2nd edition*

Crawford, Walt, *Open Access: What You Need to Know* (ALA Special Reports)

Cuban, Sondra and Larry Cuban, *Partners in Literacy: Schools and Libraries Building Communities Through Technology*


Gorman, Michael, *Broken Pieces: A Library Life, 1941-1978*

Griffiths, Jose-Marie and Donald W. King, *A Strong Future for Public Library use and Employment* (ALA Research Series)

Hakala-Ausperk, Catherine, *Be a Great Boss: Once Year to Success*, (ALA Guides for the Busy Librarian)

Intner, Carol F. *Homework Help from the Library: In Person and Online*

Kane, Laura Townsend, *Working in the Virtual Stacks: the New Library & Information Science*

Kniffel, Leonard, *Reading with the Stars: A Celebration of Books and Libraries*

Landau, Herbert B. *Winning Library Grants: A Game Plan*

Lee, Marta K. *Mentoring in the Library: Building for the Future*

Marek, Kate. *Organizational Storytelling for Librarians: Using Stories for Effective Leadership*

Mates, Barbara T. *Assistive Technologies in the Library*

Mathews, Patricia O’Brien, *Fang-tastic Fiction: Twenty-First Century Paranormal Reads*

Metz, Ruth F. *Coaching in the Library: A Management Strategy for Achieving Excellence*

Murphy, Sarah Anne, *The Librarian as Information Consultant: Transforming Reference for the Information Age*

Neely, Teresa Y., editor, *How to Stay Afloat in the Academic Library Job Pool*

Reed, Lori and Paul Signorelli, *Workplace Learning & Leadership: A handbook for Library and Nonprofit Trainers*

Reid, Rob, *Reid’s Read-Alouds 2*

Smallwood, Carol, *The Frugal Librarian: Thriving in Tough Economic Times*

Smallwood, Carol, editor, *Library Management Tips That Work* (ALA Guides for the Busy Librarian)

Solomon, Laura, *Doing Social Media So It Matters: A Librarian’s Guide* (ALA Editions Special Reports)

Toor, Ruth, *Being Indispensable: A School Librarian’s Guide to Becoming an Invaluable Leader*


Weiss, Luise, Sophia Serlis-McPhillips and Elizabeth Malafi, *Small Business and the*
Public Library: Strategies for a Successful Partnership

*How to Get a Great Job* (A Library How-To Handbook)
*How to Pay for College* (A Library How-To Handbook)

Box 48:
Jackson, Pamela A. And Patrick Sullivan, editors, *International Students and Academic Libraries: Initiatives for Success*

2012
Ayers, Edward L., editor, *America’s War: Talking About the Civil War and Emancipation On Their 150th Anniversaries*
Crews, Kenneth D., editor, *Copyright Law or Librarians and Educators: Creative Strategies & Practical Solutions*
Duke, Lynda M. And Andrew D. Asher, editors, *College Libraries and Student Culture: What We Know Now*
Ditzler, Pat and Joann Dumas, *A Book Sale How-To Guide: More Money, Less Stress*
Grover, Sharon and Lizette D. Hannegan, *Listening to Learn: Audiobooks Supporting Literacy*
Kahn, Miriam B. *Disaster Response and Planning for Libraries, 3rd edition*
Karp, Jesse. *Graphic Novels in Your School Library*
LaCounte, Scott, *Going Mobile: Developing Apps for Your Library Using Basic HTML Programming* (ALA Editions Special Reports)

*Libraries: The Place of Opportunity*
MacMillan, Kathy and Christine Kirker, *Kindergarten Magic: Theme-Based Lessons for Building Literacy and Library Skills*
Morris, Vanessa Irvin, *The Reader’s Advisory Guide to Street Literature*
Moreillon, Judi, *Coteaching Reading Comprehension Strategies in Secondary School Libraries: Maximizing Your Impact*
Nye, Valeri and Kathy Barco, editors, *True Stories of Censorship Battles in America’s Libraries*
Polanka, Sue, *No Shelf Required 2: Use and Management of Electronic Books*
Purcell, Aaron D. *Academic Archives: Managing the Next Generation of College and University Archives, Records, and Special Collections*
Smallwood, Carol, editor, *Pre- and Post-Retirement Tips for Librarians*
Smith, G. Stevenson, *Cost Control for Nonprofits in Crisis*
Weiss, Luise, Sophia Serlis-McPhillips and Elizabeth Malafi, *Small Business and the Public Library: Strategies for a Successful Partnership*
Behavioral Requirements Analysis Checklist: A Compilation of Competency-Based Job Functions and Task Statements for School Library Media Personnel, 1975
Books for Children, 1960-71 (six books)

1971
Cheney, Frances Neel, Fundamental Reference Sources

1989
Corbin, John Find the Law in the Library: A Guide to Legal Research

1980
Lehnus, Donald J. Book Numbers: History, Principles, and Application

1985
Garoogian, Rhoda and Andrew Garoogian, Careers in Other Fields for Librarians

1978
King, Richard L., editor, Business Serials of the U.S. Government

Box 49:

1970
Jennison, Peter S. And Robert N. Sheridan, The Future of General Adult Books and Reading in America

1988
Geahigan, Priscilla C. And Robert F. Rose, editors, Business Serials of the U.S. Government

1969
Pennell, Lois G. The Bookmobile - A New Look

1939
Plaister, Cornelia D. Floors and Floor Coverings (Library Equipment Studies Number 2)

1956
Phinney, Eleanor, Library Adult Education in Action

1997
Tarin, Patricia, Equal Voices Many Choices

1979
Roberts, Don, Mediamobiles: Views from the Road (The Public Library Reporter)

1984
Richardson, Selma K. Magazines for Young Adults: Selections for School and Public Libraries

1991
Sheldon, Brooke E. Leaders in Libraries: Styles and Strategies for Success

1962
Wallace, Sarah Leslie, Friends of the Library: Organizations and Activities

1995

1992
Accordino, John J. The United States in the Global Economy: Challenges and Policy
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Choices

1987
Atkinson, Frank. *Dictionary of Literary Pseudonyms*

1969
Bobinski, George S. *Carnegie Libraries: Their History and Impact on American Public Library Development*

1991
Boone, Morell D. Sandra G. Yee and Rita Bullard, *Training Student Library Assistants*

Bright, Franklyn F. *Planning for a Movable Compact Shelving System*

1992
Buckland, Michael, *Redesigning Library Services*

1996
Cirillo, Susan E. And Robert E. Danford, editors, *Library Buildings, Equipment & the ADA*

1990
Clack, Doris Hargrett, *Authority Control: Principles, Applications and Instructions*

1989
Corbin, John, *Find the Law in the Library*

2012
Crane, Beverley E., *Using Web 2.0 and Social Networking Tools in the K-12 Classroom*

1993
Dewey, Patrick R. *101 Desktop Publishing and Graphics Programs*

1975

1986
Gillespie, John T., *The Senior High School Paperback Collection*

2012
Gunnels, Claire B. Susan E. Green, and Patricia M. Butler, *Joint Libraries: Models That Work*

1993
Harig, Judith Ann Harwood and Candace R. Benefiel, *The Librarian’s Idea Book: Research, Innovations, Solutions from ALA Poster Sessions*

1973
Held, Ray E. *The Rise of the Public Library in California*

Box 50:
1955
Jackson, Ellen, *A Manual for the Administration of the Federal Documents Collection in Libraries*

1968
Jackson, Ellen, *Subject Guide to Major United States Government Publications*

2002
Kepler, Ann, editor, *The ALA Book of Library Grant Money*

Kuharets, Olga R. *Venture into Cultures: A Resource Book of Multicultural materials and Programs*, 2nd edition


Leong, Carol L.H., *Serials Cataloging Handbook: An Illustrative Guide to the Use of AACR2 and LC Rule Interpretations*

McClure, Charles R., Amy Owen, Douglas L. Zweizig, Mary Jo Lynch and Nancy A Van House, *Planning and Role Setting for Public Libraries*

*Fundamentals of Library Instruction*

MacMillan, Kathy, and Christine Kirker, *Multicultural Storytime Magic*

*Mason, Sally and James Scholtz, Video for Libraries: Special Interest Video for Small and Medium-Sized Public Libraries*

*The Restoration of Leather Bindings*

*Issues of Freedom in American Libraries*

*Fundamentals of Reference*

Northrup, Mary, *Picture Books for Children: Fiction, Folktales and Poetry*

Pearlmutter, Jane and Paul Nelson, *Small Public Management*

Pinnell-Stephens, June, *Protecting Intellectual Freedom in Your Public Library: Scenarios from the Front Lines*

Reid, Rob, *What’s Black and White and Reid All Over? Something Hilarious Happened at the Library*

*Rochman, Hazel, Against Borders: Protecting Books for a Multicultural World*

*Serial Publications in the British Parliamentary Papers, 1900-1968: A Bibliography*

*Saye, Jerry D. And Sherry L. Vellucci, Notes in the Catalog Record: Based on AACR2 and LC Rule Interpretations*

*Sealock, Richard B., Margaret M. Sealock and Margaret S. Powell, Bibliography of Place-Name Literature, 3rd edition*
Shaw, Robert J., editor, *Libraries: Building for the Future*

Singer, Carol A. *Fundamentals of Managing Reference Collections*

Smith, Lillian, *The Unreluctant Years: A Critical Approach to Children’s Literature*

Stratford, Jean Slemmons and Juri Statford, *Major U.S. Statistical Series: Definitions, Publications, Limitations*

**Box 51:**

1955

*Book Selection: Proceedings of a Work Conference*, The PLD Reporter

1958

*Bookmobile Service Today*, The PLD Reporter

1960

*A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades, 7th Edition*

1988

Walker, Elinor, compiled by, *Book Bait: Detailed Notes on Adult Books Popular with Young People*

1991

Williams, Helen E. *Books by African-American Authors and Illustrators for Children and Young Adults*

1992

*Purchasing an Encyclopedia: 12 Points to Consider, 4th Edition*

2000

Trawicky, Bernard, *Anniversaries and Holidays, 5th edition*

2005

*ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries*

2010

Diamant-Cohen, Betsy and Saroj Nadkarni Ghoting. *The Early Literacy Kit: A Handbook and Tip Cards*


2012

*ALA-APA Salary Survey: Librarian - Public and Academic*

Andrews, Sandra D., *The Power of Data: An Introduction to Using Local, State, and National Data to Support School Library Programs*

Comito, Lauren, Aliqua Geraci and Christian Zabriskie, *Grassroots Library Advocacy*

Christopher, Paul J. *The Entrepreneur’s Starter Kit*
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Kaplan, Richard, editor, Building and Managing E-Book Collections
Kaplowitz, Joan R., Transforming Information Literacy Instruction Using Learner-Centered Teaching
La Counte, Scott, Build Your Own App for Fun and Profit
Maxwell, Nancy Kalikow, Grant Money Through Collaborative Partnerships
Russell, Carrie, Complete Copyright For K-12 Librarians and Educators
Small, Ruth V., Marilyn P. Arnone, Barbar K. Stripling, and Pam Berger, Teaching for Inquiry: Engaging the Learner Within
Zvirin, Stephanie, Read with Me: Best Books for Preschoolers

2013

Arlitsch, Kenning and Patrick S. Obrien. Improving the Visibility and Use of Digital Repositories through SEO
Bernier, Anthony, Transforming Young Adult Services
Cart, Michael. Cart’s Top 200 Adult Books for Young Adults: Two Decades in Review
Cassell, Kay Ann and Uma Hiremeth, Reference and Information Services: An Introduction
Christopher, Rob, Queue Tips: Discovering Your Next Great Movie
Davis-Kahl, Stephanie and Merinda Kaye Hensley. Common Ground at the Nexus of Information Literacy & Scholarly Communication
Dietzel-Glair, Julie. Books in Motion: Connecting Preschoolers with Books through Art, Games, Movement, Music, Playacting, and Props
Dobbs, Aaron W., Ryan L. Sittler, and Douglas Cook, ed. Using LibGuides to Enhance Library Services
Eberhart, George M., Editor. The Whole Library Handbook: Current Data, Professional Advice, and Curiosa About Libraries and Library Services
El-Sherbini, Magda. RDA: Strategies for Implementation

Box 52:

Evans, G. Edward and Camila A. Alire. Management Basics for Information Professionals, 3rd Edition
Farrell, Robert, and Kenneth Schlesinger, ed. Managing in the Middle: ALA Guides for the Busy Librarian
Hakala-Ausperk, Catherine. Build a Great Team: One Year to Success
Hernon, Peter and Joseph R. Matthews, ed. Reflecting on the Future
Hider, Philip. Information Resource Description: Creating and Managing Metadata
Johnson, Peggy. Developing and Managing Electronic Collections: The Essentials
Jones, Cherri, and J. B. Petty. Multiethnic Books for the Middle-School Curriculum
Kennedy, Marie R. And Cheryl LaGuardia. Marketing Your Library’s Electronic Resources
Kepler, Ann, The Work/Life Balance Planner, Resetting Your Goals: A Workbook for
Setting Priorities and Exploring Options


Krasulski, Michael J. and Trevor A. Dawes, Editors. *Twenty-First-Century Access Services On the Front Line of Academic Librarianship*


Landgraf, Greg. *Citizen Science: Guide for Families*

Michel, Jason Paul. *Web Service APIs and Libraries*

Munde, Gail. *Everyday HR: A Human Resources Handbooks for Academic Library Staff*

Ragains, Patrick, Editor. *Information Literacy Instruction That Works: A Guide to Teaching by Discipline and Student Population, 2nd Edition*

Reale, Michelle. *Mentoring & Managing Students in the Academic Library*

Reid, Rob, *Silly Books to Read Aloud*

Schull, Diantha Dow. *50 + Library Services: Innovation in Action*

Schultz, Janice, *Finding Your Roots: Easy-to-Do Genealogy and Family History*

Solomon, Laura. *The Librarian’s Nitty-Gritty Guide to Social Media*


Stoltz, Dorothy, Elaine M. Czarnecki, and Buff Kahn, *Tender Topics: Picture Books About Childhood Challenges*

Stoltz, Dorothy, Elaine M. Czarnecki, and Connie Wilson. *Every Child Ready for School: Helping Adults Inspire Young Children to Learn*

Theiss, Danielle and Diane Kovacs, Editors. *Finding a Public Voice: Using Barbara Fister as a Case Study*

Velazquez, Diane L. *Library Management 101: A Practical Guide*

Woolls, Blanche and David V. Loertscher, ed. *The Whole School Library Handbook 2*

---

2014

Dando, Piscille, *Say It With Data: A Concise Guide to Making Your Case and Getting Results*

Devine, Jane and Francince Egger-Sider, *Going Beyond Google Again: Strategies for Using and Teaching the Invisible Web*


Hernon, Peter, Robert E. Dougan and Joseph R. Matthews, *Getting Started with Evaluation*

MacMillan, Kathy, *Little Hands & Big Hands: Children and Adults Signing Together*

Smallwood, Carol, editor, *Bringing the Arts into the Library*

Stielow, Frederick, *Reinventing the Library for Online Education*

---

2012

Polette, Nancy and illustrations by Paul Dillon, *Fairy Tale Fun!*
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2013

RDA: Resource Description and Access, undated
RDA: Resource Description and Access, 2013 Revision
Maxwell, Robert L., Maxwell’s Handbook for RDA: Explaining and Illustrating RDA: Resource Description and Access Using MARC 21

2014

Anderson-Newham, Susan, Cooking Up a Storytime
Brown, Amy, Let’s Start the Music: Programming for Primary Grades
Calhoun, Karen, Exploring Digital Libraries
Halloran, James W., Your Small Business Adventure: Finding Your Niche and Growing A Successful Business
Healey, Paul D., Legal Reference for Librarians: How and Where to Find the Answers
Klipper, Barbara, Programming for Children and Teens With Autism Spectrum Disorder
Leeder, Kim and Eric Fierson, Editors, Planning Our Future Libraries: Blueprints for 2025
Maxwell, Nancy Kalikow, Editor, The ALA Book of Library Grant Money
Murphy, Sarah Anne, Editor, The Quality Infrastructure: Measuring, Analyzing, and Improving Library Services
Negro, Janice M., Folktales Aloud: Practical Advice for Playful Storytelling
Pickard, Alison Jane, Research Methods in Information, 2nd edition
Roginski, Dawn R., A Year in the Story Room: Ready-to-Use Programs for Children
Shaia, Lisa M., After-School Clubs for Kids: Thematic Programming to Encourage Reading
Stickell, Lois, and Bridgette Sanders, Making the Most of Your Library Career
Sullivan, Michael, Raising Boy Readers: With More Than 300 Recommended Boy-friendly Books
Vardell, Sylvia M., Poetry Aloud Here: Sharing Poetry with Children

Box 54:
2013

The Newbery & Caldecott Awards
McCollough Carole J. and Adelaide Poniatowski, Coretta Scott King Award Books Discussion Guide

2014

The Newbery & Caldecott Awards
Alessio, Amy J., Mind-Bending Mysteries and Thrillers for Teens
Bailey, Alan R., Building a Core Print Collection for Preschoolers
Bauder, Julia, The Reference Guide to Data Sources
Bemis, Michael F., Library and Information Science
Bennett, Denise Beaubien and Christa Modschiedle, Guide to Reference in Medicine and Health
Berger, Sidney E., Rare Books and Special Collections
Booth, Heather; Jensen, Karen and Pricille Dando, The Whole Library Handbook: Teen
Services
Broussard, Mary Snyder; Hickoff-Cresko, Rachael and Jessica Urick Oberlin, *Snapshots of Reality*
Buchanan, Heidi E. and Beth McDonough, *The One-Shot Library Instruction Survival Guide*
Calkins, Kaijsa and Cassandra Kvenild, *The Embedded Librarian’s Cookbook*
Chipman, Ian and Gillian Engberg, *Booklist’s 1000 Best Young Adult Books Since 2000*
Etches, Amanda and Aaron Schmidt, *Useful, Usable, Desirable*
Foote, Diane, *Popular Picks for Young Readers*
Ghoting Saroji Nadkarni and Kathy Fling Klatt, *STEP into Storytime*
Harrington, Eileen G., *Exploring Environmental Science with Children and Teens*
Huber, Jeffery T. and Susan Swogger, *Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences*
Irons, Kati, *Film Programming for Public Libraries*
Isaacs, Kathleen T., *Bugs, Bogs, Bats, and Books*
Johnson, Peggy, *Fundamentals of Collection Development and Management*
Lehman, Katharine B., *Interacting with History: Teaching with Primary Sources*
Mackey, Thomas P. and Trudi Jacobson, *Metaliteracy*
MacMillan, Kathy and Christine Kirker, *Baby Storytime Magic*
Moniz, Richard J., Henry, Jo and Joe Eshleman, *Fundamentals for the Academic Liaison*
O’Gorman, Jack, *Reference Sources for Small and Medium-Sized Libraries*
Reid, Rob, *Biographies to Read Aloud with Kids*
Reidsma, Matthew, *Responsive Web Design for Libraries*
Stan, Susan, *Global Voices: Picture Books from Around the World*
Ye, Yunshan, *The ALA Guide to Researching Modern China*

**Box 55:**

1986
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Week ’86: Celebrating the Freedom to Read*

1988
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Week ’88: Celebrating the Freedom to Read*

1990
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Week ’90: Celebrating the Freedom to Read*

1992
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Week ’92: Celebrating the Freedom to Read*

1993
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Week ’93: Celebrating the Freedom to Read*

1994
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Resource Guide*

1995
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Resource Guide*

1996
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Resource Guide*
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1998

Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books Resource Guide*  
*Power Tools: Forms*  
*ALA’s Guide to Best Reading in 1998*

2004

*ALA’s Handbook of Organization 2004-2005*

2007

*ALA’s Handbook of Organization 2007-2008*

2013

Bawden, David and Lyn Robinson, *Introduction to Information Science*  
Ghoting, Saroj Nadkarni and Pamela Martin-Diaz, *Storytimes for Everyone! Developing Young Children’s Language and Literacy*

2014

Bridges, Karl, editor, *Customer-Based Collection Development: An Overview*  
Butler, Rebecca P., *Copyright for Academic Librarians and Professionals*  
Crew, Hilary Susan, *Experiencing America’s Story Through Fiction: Historical Novels for Grades 7-12*  
Dempsey, Lorcan, edited by Kenneth J. Varnum, *The Network Reshapes the Library*  
Doyle, Robert P., *Banned Books: Challenging Our Freedom to Read*  
Evangeliste, Mary, and Katherine Furlong, editors, *Letting Go of Legacy Services: Library Case Studies*  
Hammerman, Susan Summerfield, *Researching Prospective Donors: Get More Funding for Your Library*  
Henk, Mandy, *Ecology, Economy, Equity: The Path to a Carbon-Neutral Library*  
Moniz, Richard and Jean Moats, editors, *The Personal Librarian: Enhancing the Student Experience*  
Nelson, Bryce, *The Academic Library Administrator’s Field Guide*  
*RDA: Resource Description & Access, 2014 Revision*

Box 56:

Sowards, Steven W. and Elisabeth Leonard, *Guide to Reference in Business and Economics*  
Van Hoolland, Seth, and Ruben Verborgh, *Linked Data for Libraries, Archives and Museums: How to Clean, Link and Publish Your Metadata* [Neal-Schuman]  
Whitlach, Jo Bell and Susan E. Searing, editors, *Guide to Reference: Essential General Reference and Library Science Sources*

2015

Andrew, Paige G., Susan M. Moore, and Mary Larsgaard, *RDA and Cartographic Resources*
Ernst, Linda L., *The Essential Lapsit Guide* [Neal-Schuman]
Goldsmith, Francisca, *Libraries and the Affordable Care Act*
Horton, Valerie, and Greg Pronevitz, *Library Consortia: Models for Collaboration and Sustainability*
McArdle, Megan M., *The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Genre Blends*
Santamaria, Daniel A., *Extensible Processing for Archives and Special Collections: Reducing Processing Backlogs*
Weisburg, Hilda K., and Ruth Toor, *New on the Job, 2nd Edition*

1925
Long, Harriet Catherine. *County Library Service*

1926

1927
*A Survey of Libraries in the United States*, Vol. 3 and 4

1929
Bostwick, Arthur E. *The Public Library in the United States*

1930
Power, Effie L. *Library Services for Children*

1931

1936

Box 57:

1942
Sandoe, Mildred W. *Country Library Primer*. Hardbound

1944

1948

1967
*Anglo-American Cataloging Rules*, 6th Printing

1983
Quimby, Harriet B., and Margaret Mary Kimmel, *Building a Children’s Literature Collection, 3rd Edition*

1985
Olexer, Marycile E., *Poetry Anthologies for Children and Young People* (2 copies)

1986
Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR, *Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition*

2012

Maxwell, Nancy Kalikow, *Grant Money Through Collaborative Partnerships*

2014

ACRL, 2013 *Academic Library Trends and Statistics (Associate of Arts Colleges)*

ACRL, 2013 *Academic Library Trends and Statistics (Baccalaureate Colleges/Master’s College and Institutions)*

ACRL, 2013 *Academic Library Trends and Statistics (Doctorate Granting Institutions)*

2015


Alessio, Amy J., Katie Lamantia, and Emily Vinci, *A Year of Programs for Millennials and More*

Association for Library Service to Children, *The Newbery & Caldecott Awards*

Bravender, Patricia, Hazel McClure, and Gayle Schaub, *Teaching Information Literacy: Threshold Concepts Lesson Plans for Librarians*

Choose Privacy Week (DVD)

Doucett, Elisabeth, *New Routes to Library Success: 100+ Ideas from Outside the Stacks*

Hartsell-Gundy, Arianne, Laura Braunstein, and Liorah Golomb, *Digital Humanities in the Library: Challenges and Opportunities for Subject Specialists*

Hernon, Peter, Ellen Altman, Robert E. Dugan, *Assessing Service Quality, 3rd Edition*

Huber, John J., and Steven V. Potter, *The Purpose-Based Library: Finding Your Path to Survival, Success, and Growth*


Mallery, Mary, *Technology Disaster Response and Recovery Planning*


Swanson, Troy A., and Heather Jagman, *Not Just Where to Click: Teaching Students How to Think About Information*

Todaro, Julie, *Mentoring A-Z*

VanDuinkerken, Wyoma, and Wendi Arant Kaspar, *Leading Libraries: How To Create a Service Culture*

Velasquez, Jennifer, *Real-World Teen Services*


Box 58:

1908

American Library Association and the British Library Association, *Catalog Rules: Author and Title Entries*

1925

Bascom, Elva L., *Book Selection: Manual of Library Economy, Number XVI*

1927
Howe, Harriet E., *The Catalog: Manual of Library Economy, Chapter XIX*


Fargo, Lucile Foster, *The Library in the School*

American Library Association Committee on Legislation, *Library Legislation* (2 copies)

Stone, Ermine, *The Junior College Library*

Fargo, Lucile Foster, *The Library in the School, 2nd Edition*

Hoit, Doris, *Books of General Interest for Today’s Readers*

Henry, Elizabeth Gillette, *Helps for Club Program Makers*

Fargo, Lucile Foster, *The Library in the School, 3rd Edition*

Merrill, Julia Wright, *Regional and District Library Laws*

American Library Association, *The Public Library Plans for the Teen Age, Planning for Libraries, Number 7*

Mohrhardt, Charles M. and Ralph A. Ulveling, *Public Libraries*

American Library Association, *American Library Association Policies*

Asheim, Lester, *Library Manpower Needs and Utilization*

Herdman, Margaret M., Revised by Jeanne Osborn, *Classification*

Johnson, Peggy and Lee English, *The Searchable Internet Bibliography*

Jones, Lynds E. (Compiler), *The American Catalogue Under the Direction of F. Leypoldt*

Dewey, Melvil (Ed.), *A.L.A. Catalog: 8,000 Volumes for a Popular Library, with Notes*

Hadley, Chalmers, *Library Buildings: Notes and Plans*
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and British Columbia

1927

Dewey, Melvil, *Decimal Classification and Relativ Index*
Flexner, Jennie M., *Circulation Work in Public Libraries*

Report of the Bureau of Public Personnel Administration to the Committee on the
Classification of Library Personnel of the American Library Association,
*Proposed Classification and Compensation Plans for Library Positions*

1928

Merrill, William Stetson, *Code for Classifiers: Principles Governing the Consistent
Placing of Books in a System of Classification*

1929

The Committee on Library Work with Children of the American Library Association,
*Children’s Library Yearbook, Number One*

Catalog Section of the American Library Association, *Proceedings of the Catalog
Section of the American Library Association Including Annexes and A Directory
of Catalog Section Members*

Box 60:

1930

The Committee on Library Work with Children of the American Library Association,
*Children’s Library Yearbook, Number Two*

1931

The Committee on Library Work with Children of the American Library Association,
*Children’s Library Yearbook, Number Three*
McColluough, Ethel Farguhar and Maud Van Buren, *Essentials in Library
Administration*
Ranck, Samuel H., *Problems of Library Heating and Ventilation*

1932

The Committee on Library Work with Children of the American Library Association,
*Children’s Library Yearbook, Number Four*

1933

McCrum, Blanche Prichard, *An Estimate of Standards for a College Library*
Vitz, Carl, *Current Problems in Public Library Finance*

1936

Jennings, Judson T., *State Aid for Libraries*
Wright, Edward A. And Leon Carnovsky, *Library Service in a Suburban Area: A Survey
and a Program for Westchester County, New York*

1937

Hall, Anna Gertrude, *The Library Trustee*
Raney, M. Llewellyn, (Editor), *Microphotography for Libraries: Papers Presented at the
Microphotography Symposium at the 1937 Conference of the American Library
Association*
Little, Evelyn Steel, *Instruction in the Use of Books and Libraries in Colleges and Universities*

Danton, Emily Miller, *The Library of Tomorrow: A Symposium*


Committee on Fellowships and Scholarships of the American Library Association, *Education for Librarianship: Grants-in-Aid Financed by the Carnegie Corporation of New York*

Merrill, Julia Wright, (Compiler), *State Grants to Public Libraries*

Committee on Post-War Planning of the American Library Association, *Post-War Standards for Public Libraries*

Mann, Margaret, *Introduction to Cataloging and the Classification of Books, Second Edition*


Thompson, Elizabeth H., *A.L.A. Glossary of Library Terms with a Selection of Terms in Related Fields*

Hutchins, Margaret, *Introduction to Reference Work*

American Institute of Architects, *The Library Building*

Church, Eleanor Bradford, (Compiler), *National Librarian Manual (Federal-State-City) Qualified Civil Service Home Study Course Book*

*Box 61:*

*American Library Directory, 19th Edition*


Asheim, Lester, *The Core of Education for Librarianship*

Rothstein, Samuel, *The Development of Reference Services through Academic Traditions, Public Library Practice and Special Librarianship*
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1967
86th Annual ALA Conference Program
1968
87th Annual ALA Conference Program
1969
88th Annual ALA Conference Program
1972
Cameron, Donald F. And Peggy Heim, How Well are They Paid?: Compensations Structures of Professional Librarians in College and University Libraries, 1970-71
1976
95th Annual ALA Conference Program
1984
Lynch, Mary Jo, Margaret Myers, and Jeniece Guy, ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries, 1984
1986
Wedgeworth, Robert, (Editor), ALA World Encyclopedia of Library and Information Services, 2nd Edition
1994
Compilation of Titles Published by ALA Titles
1998
117th Annual ALA Conference Program
2002
Financial Assistance for Library and Information Studies Academic Year 2003-2004
2011
Lewis, Jill, Mike Marlin, Tom Peters, and Stephen Prine, Revised Standards and Guidelines of Service
2014
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This free online test covers the US Presidents in office from 1901 to 2016. Use these free test questions to review key facts about American Presidents. Presidential History Quiz (1901–2016). Congratulations - you have completed. You scored %%SCORE%% out of %%TOTAL%%. Your performance has been rated as %%RATING%%. Your answers are highlighted below.

Question 1. Which president signed the Patient and Affordable Care Act which required all Americans to have health insurance? A. After John had studied politics at Harvard University he joined the US Navy and was commander of a boat during World War II. He became a war hero and was honoured because he rescued the crew of his boat when it was bombed by Japanese airplanes. In the 1940s Kennedy’s political career began. He became a member of the House of Representatives and later a Senator in his home state of Massachusetts. In 1960 Kennedy won the race for the White House and became the first Roman Catholic president of the USA. People liked him because he was good-looking and rich. He was a young, dynamic American and he